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ABSTRACT
The literature on the stained glass windows installed in the eight oculi of the
drum of Santa Maria del Fiore are mainly found in the monographs of the
four artists that provided the cartoons—Donatello, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Paolo
Uccello, and Andrea del Castagno. Few studies have focused on the program
in its entirety. This thesis will attempt to provide a more thorough
understanding of the program. Analysis of the primary documents reveals
how the windows functioned as part of the building and its liturgical and
public life. In particular, the central argument is that Donatello’s Coronation
of the Virgin was a substitute for an altarpiece and the seven other windows
act as subsidiary scenes that reinforce the primary window and its political
and theological agenda.
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CHAPTER 1:
AN INTRODUCTION

For the prominent position in the drum of Santa Maria del Fiore’s cupola, the
Arte della Lana commissioned four artists—Donatello, Paolo Uccello, Lorenzo
Ghiberti, and Andrea del Castagno—to design cartoons for eight stained
glass oculi between 1434 and 1444.1 (Figs. 1-7) Despite the important patron
and illustrious artists, the windows have rarely received more than
perfunctory studies as a whole. Instead, they have been relegated to the
artists’ monographs.

The question of why the windows have been ignored by scholars seems to be
due to two interrelated problems that are exemplary of all fifteenth-century
Italian glass. First, these windows are badly damaged: (see Chapter 3) much
of the original paint has been obliterated (as well as repainted) and the
original panes of glass cracked and awkwardly re-leaded. Consequently, it is
a difficult process to discern the original image through the mismanagement
of the works. Second, the lack of care for these windows leads to the more
insidious issue that Italian Renaissance stained glass is not painting or
sculpture. Although stained glass windows have been rigorously studied in
The term stained glass has, in the twentieth century, extended itself to envelop all
types of colored glass. Technically, stained glass refers to the process where silver
stain is incorporated into the glass. However, the colored glass I am referring to is
pot-metal, crown glass. For this thesis, stained glass will refer to colored glass in
general.
1

the Gothic period, in particular, and in the Middle Ages and Northern Europe
as a whole, Italian glazing has been viewed as lesser in quality. Its position
within the medium hierarchy is especially low in the Early Renaissance
where painting and sculpture dominated twentieth-century academic
scholarship. The focus on the two top media have, perhaps, led other media to
be ignored physically and in scholarship. Nevertheless, when studied stained
glass is revealed as a very important material that was still highly prized and
participated fully in Italian Renaissance religious, political, and social life
(see Chapter 2).

This study articulates the role of the windows and shows that the patrons
desired to gloss Mary as Queen of Heaven and Florence through them. The
argument will begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the building where the
windows were installed, focusing on its history in the fourteenth century
where the political maneuverings, the architectural re-imaginings, and the
solidification of a particular patronage system would have great ramifications
on the fifteenth-century windows. This analysis will lead to an investigation
of the extant documents, which provide the foundation for many of my
arguments in the subsequent chapters. The thesis will continue in Chapter 3
with a historiographic analysis, focusing on twentieth-century academic
writings and the reception of the windows. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of the state of the stained glass.

2

In Chapter 4, I will begin my argument for the program of the drum of Santa
Maria del Fiore by separating out Donatello’s Coronation of the Virgin. A
return to the primary documents emphasizes the significance of this oculus
and situating it historically demonstrates that it was meant to fulfill a
specific program begun in the early part of the fifteenth century. The chapter
culminates with an examination of how Donatello’s Coronation acts together
with Ghiberti’s second story east end windows as focal point and decoration
for the high altar of the choir.

In the final chapter, due to the articulation of the function of the Donatello
window, the nature of the seven other oculi must be reassessed. The primary
documents proffer their importance, but do not render specifics. Period
artistic theory on stained glass, however, can reveal why the windows were
installed. An iconographic and theological study will establish that the
windows play a subsidiary role to the Donatello oculus in the decoration of
the drum. Finally, the particular audience of the windows may uncover their
dual nature as having theological and political urgency.

My goal for this thesis is to show that these oculi are not superfluous
embellishment, an afterthought of the Opera. Each window was meant to
make evident the contemporary liturgical and political use of the Duomo.

3

CHAPTER 2:
“LORD I HAVE LOVED THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOUSE”:
THE HISTORY OF THE OCULI OF THE DRUM
AND AN INTRODUCTION TO ITS GLAZING

A comprehensive study of the stained glass oculi drum program of Santa
Maria del Fiore must begin more than one hundred years before its inception
with the erection of the famed building.2 Stained glass is dependent on and
intimately relates to the architecture of a building in a manner that
altarpieces or other liturgical furniture do not.3 Hellmut Wohl in Aesthetics of
Italian Renaissance Art stated, in regard to these windows and others of the
Italian Renaissance, that “because of their luminosity, clear, strong colors,
size, and placement, they… impress themselves on our eyes as the
predominant components in the decoration of the spaces to which they
belong.”4 The construction of Santa Maria del Fiore and the glazing of its

The academic writings on the construction of Santa Maria del Fiore are many;
most art historians rely on the foundational work of Cesare Guasti. I rely on
Margaret Haines’ work for a more theoretical analysis of the process. Cesare Guasti,
Santa Maria Del Fiore: La Costruzione Della Chiesa e Delcampanile, (Bologna: A.
Forni, 1974). Margaret Haines, “Brunelleschi and Bureaucracy: The Tradition of
Public Patronage at the Florentine Cathedral,” I Tatti Studies: Essays in the
Renaissance 3 (1989): 89–125.
3 Many art historians have discussed the relationship between architecture and
stained glass. For an overview see Virginia Chieffo Raguin, Stained Glass: From Its
Origins to the Present (New York: H.N. Abrams, 2003); for a more specific discussion
of Renaissance stained glass see Alison Luchs, “Stained Glass Above Renaissance
Altars: Figural Windows in Italian Church Architecture from Brunelleschi to
Bramante,” Zeitschrift Für Kunstgeschichte 48, no. 2 (1985): 177–224.
4 Hellmut Wohl, The Aesthetics of Italian Renaissance Art: a Reconsideration of Style
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 191.
2
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windows were profoundly affected by its distinctive system of commissioning
and patronage that developed in the fourteenth century.5

Among Florence’s numerous medieval churches—including San Lorenzo,
Santa Maria Novella, and Santa Croce—was a cathedral, Santa Reparata,
whose name would legally change to Santa Maria del Fiore in the fifteenth
century. (Fig. 8) Although the Romanesque Santa Reparata II, like the Early
Christian Santa Reparata I, was quite a large, richly funded church, it was
razed in the late thirteenth century due to two leading problems with the
structure.6 Santa Reparata II had fallen into disrepair, and the population of
Florence had grown too large to be accommodated within the building.7 This
population growth was due to the financial boom as the banking, textile, and
wool industries became increasingly profitable and attracted many to the

The drum of the cupola can also be called the corona. For the sake of variety, I will
use both terms.
6 Franklin Toker, “Excavations Below the Cathedral of Florence, 1965-1974,” Gesta
14, no. 2 (1975): 29.
7 Mary Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento Florence: The Renewed
Dedication of Santa Maria Del Fiore in 1412,” Renaissance Quarterly 44, no. 4
(1991): 673–719.
5
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city.8 The major participants of the fiscal advancement—the bankers and the
wool industry—became the patrons of Santa Maria del Fiore.9

The communal council of Florence selected the architect and sculptor Arnolfo
di Cambio to design the new church.10 Trained by Nicolo Pisano in the midthirteenth century, Arnolfo became famous in his own right, keeping
workshops in both Rome and Florence.11 He acted as architect from the late
1290s until his death sometime in first decade of the fourteenth century.12

“In the early medieval period, Florence was simply one of the larger cities of
Tuscany, not a great deal more populous or wealthy than, for example, Pisa or
Siena. But it was very well located within the region, and the development of the
city’s extraordinary wealth: the wool and textile industry, which came to employ
thousands there, and banking. By the middle of the thirteenth century Florence was
the foremost banking city in Europe…” Richard J. Goy, Florence: The City and Its
Architecture (New York: Phaidon, 2002), 7.
9 Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento Florence," 680. John the Baptist was
the patron saint of Florence, which is why Saint Reparata could not be given that
particular honor. .” Saint Reparata was a virgin martyr, who was “believed to have
appeared on behalf of Florence in a battle against the Goths on her feast, October 8,
in the year 405, carrying a red banner with the device of a white lily: the battle was
won and the lily became the city’s device.” Thus Saint Reparata was the protector
saint of Florence, which is why the cathedral was given her name. Santa Maria del
Fiore (Reparata) was and is comfortably situated in the center of the walls of
Florence erected in the Middles Ages (although moved and expanded often during
the 1,000 year period.) In a 1420 map of Florence created for an illustrated Ptolemy
Geografia, Santa Maria del Fiore (what could be considered Santa Reparata III) is in
the center of the map, topped with a dome. The map has a fascinating nomenclature
problem; despite Santa Reparata being renamed in 1412 to Santa Maria del Fiore,
the map notation states, “S. reparata duomo.”
10 Toker, “Excavations Below the Cathedral of Florence, 1965-1974,” 215.
11 His patrons included Charles d’Anjou as well as popes and other church officials.
Harry Mayfield Dixon, Arnolfo Di Cambio: Sculpture (Binghamton, NY: State
University of New York, 1977).
12 Arnolfo di Cambio’s date of death has never been discovered. It seems his death
must have occurred sometime between 1301-1310. The architectural authorship of
the cathedral—whether singular or plural—has been a point of contention in art
history for very long. Franklin Toker, “Arnolfo’s S. Maria Del Fiore: A Working
Hypothesis,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 42, no. 2 (1983), 108.
8
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Because Arnolfo was honored by the Florentines and given tax-free status for
the rest of his life due to his excellent work on the church, we can conclude
that his contributions to the cathedral were profound.13 Franklin Toker’s
archaeological digs and investigations revealed that, although Brunelleschi’s
dome would top the church in the end, the Arnolfian plan included a cupola
and construction had begun on it in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth
century.14 Toker’s reconstruction of this dome suggested that the corona was
designed with four oculi from the beginning.15 He posited this by synthesizing
evidence from his late-twentieth-century excavations of the church and
extant fourteenth-century frescoes that depict the cathedral. For example,
the oculi of the drum of the cathedral depicted in Taddeo Gaddi’s frescoes
from the Baroncelli Chapel (ca. 1328-34) dovetail certain structural qualities
to affirm that Arnolfo had designed at least four oculi.16 (Fig. 9)

Although the architectural plans changed during the fourteenth century (to
what extent is arguable), the major changes came in the bureaucratic system.
Margaret Haines’ “Brunelleschi and Bureaucracy” provides a thorough
analysis of the unique system of patronage developed by the Arte della Lana.
The early fourteenth century was a time of fiscal instability in the building of
Toker discusses the often-argued position that Arnolfo was only responsible for the
façade and argues against this stance. ibid, 100.
14 ibid, 114. For rebuttal to this argument see: Louis Alexander Waldman, “The
Choir of Florence Cathedral: Transformations of Sacred Space, 1334-1572” (Ph.D.
diss., New York University, 1999), 40.
15 ibid, 117.
16 ibid, 105
13
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the cathedral, and it was not until the Wool Guild was given complete control
of the Opera that the finances came into order.17 The profound altering of the
building was due to requirements of consensus and consultation inherent in
the Arte della Lana’s patronage system processes, which Haines saw as
parallel to structures within the larger Florentine government.18 In 1358, the
Opera began to consult experts on the question of Santa Maria del Fiore’s
fenestration.19 These decisions led to a conclusive octagonal corona design
with eight—not the Arnolfian four—oculi.

Despite being blessed in 1296 by the papal legate as Santa Maria del Fiore, it
was only in 1412 that the Florentine government decided to recognize the
appellation and selected a feast day.20 Their intention was to honor the name
of the state and its emblem, the lily.21 The cathedral’s official change of name

Before the Wool Guild gained control, the supervisory position rotated annually
between the five major guilds. Haines, “Brunelleschi and Bureaucracy," 94.
18 Haines, “Brunelleschi and Bureaucracy,” 91. To read the counterargument see
Yael Even, “Divide and Conquer: The Autocratic Patronage of the Opera Del
Duomo,” Source: Notes in the History of Art 8, no. 3 (1989): 1; Yael Even, “The
Sacristy Portals: Cooperation at the Florentine Cathedral,” Source: Notes in the
History of Art 6, no. 3 (1987), 7.
19 ibid, 102-103.
20 Bergstein’s article argued that the taking up of the name Santa Maria del Fiore
was a “deliberate assertion of the God-given privilege and responsibility of the guelf
patriciate as it perceived in the Florentine post-Ciompi regime.” Bergstein claimed
that that the church was known in the vernacular as Santa Maria del Fiore,
however, the previously discussed map of Florence (footnote 9) that includes Santa
Maria del Fiore, but is titled Santa Reparata has been dated in its creation to
around 1420. To compound this, a copy of the map made in the late fifteenth century
gives il Duomo the name of Santa Reparata again. This may reveal that the process
name changing was complicated and slow. Bergstein, “Marian Politics in
Quattrocento Florence”, 673-675.
21 ibid, 679.
17
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was quickly followed by the completion of its drum and the preparation for
building its cupola.

During the construction of the church, artworks and other liturgical
implements and furniture were created to beautify the interior of the
building. In addition to fresco paintings—by Taddeo Gaddi, Paolo Uccello,
and others—the Arte della Lana commissioned stained glass windows.22 The
sheer number of windows—50 recorded, with 44 still in existence—has been
viewed as the most significant iconographic contribution to the cathedral.23
The subjects of most of the windows, drum oculi and Ghiberti’s earlier central
west oculi excluded, were apostles and saints and they often coordinated with
the chapels that they were installed in.24 The majority of the windows were
made within 50 years of each other—the earliest was commissioned in 1394
and Andrea del Castagno’s drum oculus would be one of the last created in
1444. Lorenzo Ghiberti’s involvement in the glazing of the cathedral began in
1404, with his design for the west façade windows.25 He would be the main
contributor of stained glass cartoons for the Duomo with over 10 windows
attributed to him.

Francesco Gurrieri and Cristina Acidini Luchinat, La Cattedrale di Santa Maria
del Fiore a Firenze (Florence: Giunti), 274.
23 ibid, 273.
24 ibid, 275.
25 Richard Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Princeton Monographs in Art and
Archaeology 31 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970), 4.
22
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Although earlier primary documents on the oculi exist, the earliest document
that affects the corona stained glass is dated April 14, 1434.26 The document
states that Donatello was selected over Ghiberti to create the cartoon for the
east window of the drum, because the Opera thought that Donatello’s work
conformed better than Ghiberti’s to “certain plans and sacred theology.”27
(Appendix A, Document A) Six days after this decision, the “magistris
oculorum vitrei”—the glaziers Domenico di Piero da Pisa and Angniolo di
Lippo—were selected and given a studio to work in.28 For the next two years,
the available documents show the Opera requesting the presence of the
glaziers occasionally, but the documents are mostly fiscal notations.

The primary document on the installation of the seven other windows was
published in Cesare Guasti’s La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore. On January
20, 1442—eight years after the Donatello window was contracted—a council
congregated at the demand of the Operai to decide whether or not to have

In a footnote to his 1857 book La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore, Cesare Guasti
claimed the right to publish the other documents that are connected to the creation
of the stained glass. Guasti never published the material. However, Giovanni Poggi
included the documents in his 1909 Il Duomo di Firenze, Documenti Sulla
Decorazione della Chiesa e del Campanile Tratti dall’Archivio dell’Opera. The Guasti
and Poggi publications provide a base of primary documents that reveal the
commissioning process.
27 Giovanni Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze: Documenti sulla Decorazione della Chiesa e
del Campanile Tratti dall’Archivio dell’Opera (Berlin, B. Cassirer, 1909), 142. See
Appendix A, Document A.
28 Document 720 focuses mainly on agreements about bills and materials. Angniolo
Lippi’s unusually spelled first name is left as it is written in the documents. ibid,
137.
26
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stained glass in the remaining oculi.29 The assembly making the decision
came from a variety of positions in Florence: present were a representative
for the Albizi, Operai members, members of different religious orders, and
Filippo Brunelleschi.30 The section after the list of participants states that the
meeting was on two matters: first the question of colored or “white” (clear)
glass for the oculi and second a question about the materials used in the
second sacristy.31 The first agenda testifies that stained glass was not a
foregone conclusion when finishing an old church or building a new one in
fifteenth-century Florence. Allison Luchs stated that Renaissance stained
glass is distinctive as it was not the remnants of an unwanted Gothic past,
but rather a conscious choice that each patron made.32 This is a particularly
relevant point for the stained glass in the drum of Santa Maria del Fiore.
Although Santa Maria del Fiore was a Gothic building, the Guasti document

Cesare Guasti, La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore: illustrata con i documenti
dell’archivo dell’opera secolare (Barbèra, Bianchi, 1857), 76.
30 On Brunelleschi’s role at Santa Maria del Fiore, “It was therefore perfectly
natural that he figure as a frequent and authoritative consultant of the Opera on
other matters.” Haines, “Brunelleschi and Bureaucracy,” 119. It could be argued
that Brunelleschi’s involvement was necessary due to the physical proximity of the
stained glass to the Dome. However, the drum was not designed by Brunelleschi.
For corresponding documents published originally by Cesare Guasti see Appendix A,
Document B, part 1.
31 Cesare Guasti, La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore: illustrata con i documenti
dell’archivo dell’opera secolare, 76. See Appendix A, Document B, part 2.
32 Luchs argued this through visual evidence. She specifically discusses newly built
churches, “…with Renaissance stained glass produced for new buildings. These
stained glass windows were part of a relatively unified process of architectural
planning and decoration, a process that raises questions about the architect’s part in
decisions about their presence.” Luchs, " Stained Glass Above Renaissance Altars,"
178.
29
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demonstrates that its corporate patrons decided to install stained glass well
into the Quattrocento.

The second section of the Guasti document reinforces the theory that stained
glass was a conscious choice in the Renaissance. It attests this through a list
of opinions and considerations provided by most members of the group,
revealing that the process of advisement and consensus that the Opera
developed in the fourteenth century was continued through the Quattrocento.
For instance, the master Jacopo stated that the glass should be white with
friezes as the distance was too great to use historiated stained glass.33 Yet the
Master Pagolo and Francesco Giovanni thought the glass should be colored
because it would be beautiful and because the platform did not need any
more light than it would receive from clear glass.34 Others responded with a
great deal of specificity: Neri di Gino requested figures, but that they would
be very lightly colored, and Brunelleschi, whose word held much weight,
stated that the windows should be “rich” and full of figures.35 The majority of
the recorded responses were overwhelmingly in favor of colored and
historiated stained glass. But, most importantly, the dissent within the group
“Alla parte degli occhi, disse, di occhi bianchi con fregio e conpasso, per la distanza
grande; che sendo figurato, ne'luogi dove sono, genera confusione.” Cesare Guasti,
La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore: illustrata con i documenti dell’archivo dell’opera
secolare, 76.
34 “disse gli pare ch'eglino abbino a essere piu tosto ad adorneza che per lume; et
pero s'acorderebbe a farle figurate e belle, perche la tribuna non a bisogno di lume”
ibid, 77.
35 Nero di Gino: “si accordava di figure, perche più adorna, e lume assai.”
Brunelleschi: “gli pare sie più richo di fighure; e cosi gli pare.” ibid, 77.
33
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and intentional discussion facilitated by the Opera reveal the document to be
an extraordinary illustration of the choices available to the Renaissance
patron in regards to colored or clear glass.36

After this decision, the Giovanni Poggi documents reveal that the Opera
hired the glaziers Angniolo Lippi, again, and Carolo Francisci Zati, both paid
to create two windows.37 On February 21, 1443, Uccello was first mentioned
in connection with the oculi. He was hired by the Opera and was expected to
complete the cartoons by March.38 That spring he was praised for his
“Ascensionis domini nostri Jesu Christ.”39 This simple statement of subject
matter highlights the documents’ ambiguity.40 The above passage, for
example, praises Uccello for a window with the subject of the Ascension of our
Lord Jesus Christ, a subject he was not commissioned for. On the basis of
other documents it seems possible that Uccello’s Resurrection is being
referenced. Firstly, because Ghiberti is later referenced as the designer of the
Ascension. Secondly, Uccello is praised for his design in the documents, the
window is called “magne”.41 It is unlikely, that a window so highly praised
would, in the end, not be installed in the drum.

This also gives further evidence to Allison Luchs’ argument about glazing options
in the Renaissance. Luchs, “Stained Glass Above Renaissance Altars,” 177.
37 Documents 745 and 746. Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze, 142.
38 See Appendix A, Document C. Document 747. ibid, 142.
39 Uccello, however, does not execute an Ascension, see below for further analysis on
this document. Last section of document 749. ibid, 143.
40 See Appendix A, Document D. ibid, 143.
41 Document 749. ibid, 143.
36
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Ghiberti reappears in the documents in July of 1443, as “intagliatori.”42 He
was named as the master for the Ascension oculus and was paid on
September 11 of that year.43 Uccello is mentioned as the master of the
Nativity window on November 5 and Ghiberti as the designer of the
Presentation at the Temple on December 7.44 In February of 1444, Uccello is
commissioned for the lost Annunciation.45 The designer for the last window is
Castagno and on February of 1444 he is noted as the master of the Pietà.46

These documents reveal the way that the works were ordered. First, the most
important east oculus was produced—the Coronation of the Virgin. Eight
years later, after an assembly deliberated on the merits of clear or stained
glass, the seven other windows were quickly assigned. The documents
divulge that the northeast and southeast windows were commissioned next. 47
In the late fall, early winter of 1443, the northwest and southwest windows
were contracted, and the west and north windows were ordered a few months
later. (A document on the south window’s contract does not exist.) 48 While

In the documents, artists’ vocations are often referenced after their name. Uccello
is called “pictori”. “Intagliatori” can be translated as carver in English. ibid, 743.
43 Document 752. ibid, 144.
44 Document 754 and 756. ibid, 144.
45 Document 761. ibid, 145.
46 Document 76, final paragraph. ibid, 145.
47 This is predicated on the Uccello window being his Resurrection.
48 As with Giorgio Vasari’s work, Ghiberti’s comments can be misunderstood.
However, Ghiberti’s writings on stained glass seem to align with and add to the
Opera’s documents. He claimed three corona works to be his—the Ascension, the
42
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art historians have argued that the assigning process was haphazard, I
suggest that we can see a pattern of the Opera contracting the windows in
pairs, although I also would argue that it hardly matters which were first
because as the final seven were assigned in such rapid succession. As
installed they took the following order, beginning with the east window and
moving clockwise: the Coronation of the Virgin, the Ascension of Christ, the
Agony in the Garden, the Presentation at the Temple, the Annunciation, the
Nativity, the Pietà, and the Resurrection. (Fig. 10)

Agony in the Garden, and the Presentation at the Temple. As the Opera’s documents
do not reveal the maker of the Agony in the Garden, Ghiberti provides an important
missing detail. Lorenzo Ghiberti, I Commentari; - a Cura Di Ottavio Morisani
(Naples, Italy: R. Ricciardi, 1947), 47.
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CHAPTER 3:
HISTORIOGRAPHY OF SANTA MARIA DEL FIORE’S DRUM
STAINED GLASS AND THE STATE OF THE STAINED GLASS

By no means as thoroughly investigated as fifteenth-century Florentine
painting and sculpture, the stained glass oculi have only received an
occasional analysis over the past 150 years. These studies fall into two
different types. The first are the studies on a single window or a single
artist’s windows.49 The second set of studies, the focus of this chapter, centers
on the program as a whole.50 An analysis of the programmatic scholarship,
despite being meager in number and in depth, will allow for a better
understanding of the afterlife of the windows. The close of the chapter will
focus on Renée Burnham’s study of the glazing and the issues of care and
state of the glass.

Vasari’s writings on the windows fall into the first category; the windows
appear in two vite—Ghiberti’s and Donatello’s—but no attributions are given
to Castagno and Uccello. In Ghiberti’s vita, Vasari stated,
Many of the single studies focus on Uccello’s Resurrection as the authorship was
clear. See Borsi for the most up to date research on the window. Franco Borsi, Paolo
Uccello (New York, N.Y: H.N. Abrams, 1994).
50 In particular Renée Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century
Tuscany,” in Italian Art, Society, and Politics: a Festschrift in Honor of Rab Hatfield
Presented by His Students on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday., 2007, 58–71.
For an earlier programmatic study see: Allan Marquand, “Two Windows in the
Cathedral of Florence,” American Journal of Archaeology 4, no. 2 (April 1, 1900):
192–203.
49
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During his lifetime, he showed an interest in many things and
took delight in painting and in working with glass. For Santa
Maria del Fiore he created the circular windows placed around
the dome, except for the one that is from the hand of Donatello
(the scene where Christ crowns our Lady)… But since all these
windows were made of highly colored Venetian glass, they made
the places where they were installed darker rather than
lighter.51
In the life of Donatello,
…And he also made the design for the figures placed in the glass
of the round window below the dome—that is, the one with the
Coronation of the Virgin, a design very much better than those
in the other windows, as can clearly be seen.52
Vasari claimed that Donatello’s window, when compared to the other oculi,
reveal it as the best. In the Ghiberti life, Vasari never praises the artist’s
ability, rather he states that he worked in stained glass and argues that the
designs darken the area instead of lightening it. Vasari commonly used
Ghiberti as the counterpoint to more favored artists. For example, Vasari’s
vita of Brunelleschi describes Ghiberti as a crafty man, whose machinations
allowed him to work on the Cupola project despite having no expertise or
knowledge that could be valuable.53 In the Donatello vita, the reference to
Ghiberti is more obscured. Vasari never references Ghiberti by name despite
citing the works as his in Ghiberti’s own life. However, if the readers of the

Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, trans. Julia Conway Bondanella and Peter
Bondanella (Oxford University Press, USA, 1998), 99.
52 ibid, 150. Allan Marquand discussed the change that Vasari made from the first
edition to the second; however, despite the expansion of this portion of the life of
Donatello the spirit of Vasari’s commentary remains the same. Allan Marquand,
“Two Windows in the Cathedral of Florence,” American Journal of Archaeology 4, no.
2 (1900), 192–203.
53 Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, 130-131.
51
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Lives of the Artists read the book in order, they would read Ghiberti’s vita
first. Therefore, when they came to Donatello’s vita and the description of his
stained glass, they would remember that Ghiberti executed the rest of them.
This enabled Vasari to perpetuate Donatello’s abilities over other artists in a
material outside of his typical medium.

It could be argued Vasari could not possibly have known that Uccello and
Castagno designed for the corona, since he would certainly have assigned
these artists and used them as a contrast to the excellence of Donatello’s
work too. This is confirmed if Vasari’s attitude towards Uccello and Castagno
are considered.54 Uccello, for Vasari, was too enraptured by perspective to
fulfill his destiny as an artist: “Paolo Uccello would have been the most
delightful and inventive genius in the history of painting from Giotto’s day to
the present, if had spent as much time working on human figures and
animals as he lost on problems of perspective.”55 Castagno was stained by his
“villainous envy” despite having some talent.56 Nevertheless, Vasari does not
mention Castagno or Uccello in relation to the stained glass of the Duomo,
which leads us to conclude that he did not know that they executed the

“Donatello sets a standard of accomplishment and behavior separating him from
the old maniera and manners and marking a definitive step to the new.” Rubin, in
her section of Donatello, clearly outlines Vasari’s vacillations on the artist. Mainly,
Vasari does not know where Donatello belongs in the second or third etá. Patricia
Lee Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1995), 321.
55 Vasari, The Lives of the Artists, 75.
56 ibid, 201-202.
54
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designs for half of the windows. Finally, Vasari may be the first—although
very superficially—to study the windows as an ensemble with the goal to use
formal visual analysis to submit his preferred artist—Donatello—as best.

In 1900 Allan Marquand was the first to assess the windows as a program in
the American Journal of Archeology. Marquand claimed that the windows
have “no general scheme” and were installed in this order: the Coronation of
the Virgin, the Resurrection, the Agony in the Garden, the Ascension, the
Annunciation, the Nativity, and the Adoration of the Magi. He missed
Castagno’s Pietà but included a subject not in the program—the Adoration of
the Magi.57 So noted, the attribution of the Resurrection window was
Marquand’s main focus. This was due to earlier misattributions of the works
where the designer of the cartoon had been obscured.58 In the end Marquand
chose not to assign the Resurrection to either Ghiberti or Uccello, stating that
Ghiberti never mentioned the window in his I Commentarii and that the
design of the window is outside of Uccello’s interests and style.59

Marquand, “Two Windows in the Cathedral of Florence,” 192-193.
“The documentary evidence may therefore be estimated as follows: nowhere is it
directly affirmed that Ghiberti was the designer of the Resurrection window, nor on
the other hand do we know of a document to prove that it was designed by Paolo
Uccello.” Allan Marquand, “Two Windows in the Cathedral of Florence,” American
Journal of Archaeology 4, no. 2 (April 1, 1900), 201.
59Marquand asserted that Uccello, because he was trained by Ghiberti, could have
chosen to mimic his style in the stained glass windows. He also claims that the S
curve of Christ’s body is Ghiberti-esque. A major issue with this argument is
Uccello’s time in Venice and his abilities as a mosaicist. ibid, 203.
57
58
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In his 1950 study of Italian stained glass, Giuseppe Marchini wrote the most
lengthy and accurate to date analysis of the windows.60 Marchini began with
the Donatello window, viewing the selection of this artist by the patrons as a
way to test his abilities in another medium.61 He argued that Donatello
“certainly painted” the window himself, but that his technique—to the art
historian’s eyes—was sloppy and showed a desire to finish the work quickly.62
This made Marchini conclude that Donatello’s figuration and style were, in
the end, undesirable to the Opera, which is why they returned to Ghiberti as
a cartoonist and hired Uccello and Castagno to ease his burden.63 For the
Ghiberti windows, Marchini claimed that—with the exception of the
Presentation at the Temple—he continued to employ the same stained glass
design style, which was unconcerned with spatial relationships, but that
Uccello and Castagno “resolved the problem brilliantly.”64 Marchini’s analysis
of Ghiberti utilizing an older style is only tenuously correct. The Presentation
most obviously appears as invested in correct perspective; however, none of

Giuseppe Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows (New York: H.N. Abrams,
1956), 50-52.
61 ibid, 50.
62 ibid, 51. Renée Burnam argued against this analysis of sloppy work: Renée
Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century Tuscany,” in Italian Art,
Society, and Politics: a Festschrift in Honor of Rab Hatfield Presented by His
Students on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday, eds. Barbara Deimling,
Jonathan Katz Nelson, and Gary M. Radke, (Syracuse University Press, 2007), 58–
71.
63 Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows, 50.
64 ibid, 51-52. Uccello’s Ascension, Marchini saw as the first successful extreme
foreshortening in stained glass and a successful translation of realism into stained
glass. Castagno’s sculptural style and bold use of colors allows for a “delineation of
forms without recourse to chiaroscuro (which was perhaps Donatello’s mistake).”
60
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the windows fully return to a schematic design like his earlier Assumption of
the Virgin.65

In the 1980s, Yael Even shifted attention away from artists and wrote a
series of articles on the patronage system of the Arte della Lana and its effect
on the style of art at Santa Maria del Fiore.66 Even argued the Opera’s
control of commissions correlated with a loss of creative works by artists.67
Although not the focus of the article, in a footnote Even made the same claim
against the stained glass of Santa Maria del Fiore:
The various windows of the cathedral, designed by such famous
artists as Ghiberti and Donatello, and mounted by less famous
glaziers who cooperated with each other under the supervision
of the Opera del Duomo, are other examples in point…68
She saw the Opera as advocating and encouraging rivalry over collaboration
and sacrificing “quality and unity of style for the sake of expediency.”69
However, she did not factor in early fifteenth-century taste, in other words,
the preference of certain artists over others in the twentieth (and twentySee chapter 5 for further analysis of the Ghiberti, Castagno, and Uccello windows.
Even, “Divide and Conquer: The Autocratic Patronage of the Opera Del Duomo.”
and Even, “The Sacristy Portals: Cooperation at the Florentine Cathedral.”
67 In regards to the Sacristy Portals, the Opera’s “indifference with which they [the
portals] are regarded may be attributed to an unsatisfactory creative process
inherent in a cooperative enterprise organized by controlling patrons… It generates
a sense of monotony that reflects the loss of personal ingenuity sometimes typifying
collaborative exploits in which the artists are not given free reign.”
Even, “The Sacristy Portals: Cooperation at the Florentine Cathedral,” 7.
68 ibid, 13.
69 Her example was the 1408 commissioning of the four seated Evangelists; she
argued that the decision to give the final Evangelist to Bernardo Ciuffagni instead of
the better—because he was paid the most—Donatello was at best arbitrary and,
more likely, a conscious decision to promote rivalry. Even, “Divide and Conquer: The
Autocratic Patronage of the Opera Del Duomo,” 2.
65
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first) century does not necessarily parallel fifteenth century predilections.
Even also seemed to be ignorant of the prominence of certain glaziers at that
time, an oversight that Renee Burnham will begin to repair more than a
decade after these articles. In the end, there is no evidence of forced
collaboration under despotic patronage in the primary documents of the
windows.

Even was not the first to argue that the stained glass was derivative. Arthur
Lane came to the same conclusion, albeit from a very different route, in 1949.
“In the Duomo…the operai had a blind faith in great names; the leading
artists of Florence were employed to make cartoons for the windows, and
these are on the whole singularly unsatisfactory.”70 Both responses show an
overall attitude towards Italian Renaissance stained glass as derivative or
poorly executed. Virginia Chieffo Raguin countered these discussions of the
stained glass as derivative in 2003 and I think that the fifteenth-century
material and textual evidence supports her opinion:
The success of these windows has often been attributed to the
cooperation between the arts of image making and of
architecture in a manner lost today. Every decision was made
with an understanding of purpose and audience and with the

Lane’s argument was particularly for Ghiberti and all of his stained glass in the
cathedral. Lane argued that the Opera became conscious of Ghiberti derivative glass
and hired Donatello instead. This argument, however, falls apart, since Ghiberti is
hired again to create stained glass for the cathedral. Arthur Lane, “Florentine
Painted Glass and the Practice of Design,” The Burlington Magazine 91, no. 551
(1949), 48.
70
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skill to accomplish the vision. This was no mere decoration, but
an expression vital to its society.71
Due to the nature of her book, Chieffo Raguin never expanded on this claim
that the decisions about the windows were meticulous and calculating.

In the 1990s art historians began to reconstruct the program for the
windows. Franco Borsi argued in 1994 that Donatello’s window set the
general tone of the entire program, thus linking Donatello’s work with the
seven other oculi.72 Two years later, Christina Acidini Luchinat became the
first art historian to attempt to explain the iconographic program of the drum
of the stained glass. Acidini Luchinat asserted the cathedral’s overall Marian
iconographical theme intertwines with a Christological program in the
drum.73 She saw the program as representing the earthly age of the church
on the west side and ascending to the heavenly kingdom on the east,
culminating with the Coronation of the Virgin.74 Both Borsi and Acidini
Luchinat promoted essential and previously overlooked theories and ideas
about the windows. Borsi is right to note that the Donatello window as the
pivotal window and Acidini Luchinat rightly engages with the Marian,
Christological puzzle that I will discuss in the next two chapters.

Raguin, Stained Glass, 107.
Franco Borsi, Paolo Uccello (New York: H.N. Abrams, 1994).
73 Francesco Gurrieri and Cristina Acidini Luchinat, La Cattedrale di Santa Maria
del Fiore a Firenze (Florence: Giunti), 277.
74 Acidini Luchinat, 277.
71
72
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This historiography shows a break in the 1990s, the earlier scholarship,
which had implied at times in not-so-subtle ways, that the occuli were poorly
made began to be countered by art historians. In particular, Borsi and Acidini
Luchinat’s contributions indicate that the windows had begun to accrue a
caché of their own. In my opinion, this is most likely due to the research in
the previous decade on other Italian stained glass, especially by Allison
Luchs and Renée Burnam.75 Luchs’ research on Italian stained glass revealed
their participation in the liturgical life of a community. Burnam’s
dissertation attempted to define the nature of the connection between
designer and glazier in Italy—a working relationship particular to the
peninsula.

Burnam’s study on innovations in Tuscan stained glass in the fifteenth
century directed the discussion of the medium away from the designers of the
cartoons to the glaziers.76 As she stated, the lack of recognition of
Renaissance glaziers comes from “the persistent propaganda of the
misconception that glaziers simply translated the designs of innovative
artists… without wielding artistic influence over the final result.”77 In a
thorough analysis of the technical innovations in fifteenth-century glass,
Burnam refuted Marchini’s fifty-year-old argument that the particular (and
Luchs, “Stained Glass Above Renaissance Altars”; Renée Karen Burnam, “The
Stained Glass Windows of the Oratory of Orsanmichele in Florence, Italy” (Ph.D.
diss., Syracuse University, 1988).
76 Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century Tuscany.”
77 ibid, 58.
75
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unusual) use of crown glass in Donatello’s window showed a lack of
knowledge and skill on the part of the glazier and/or Donatello.78 Instead,
Domenico di Piero, one of the two glaziers hired to create the Donatello
window, achieved nascent artistic effects within the window by a heavy use of
paint and, most importantly, by experimenting with the glass itself.79
“Domenico employed glass as a sculptural material… by exploiting the plastic
qualities of a glass material know as ‘crown glass.’”80 As crown glass was
blown in a manner that did not give an even thickness, the center—crown—of
the glass had previously been avoided when used in windows.81 Burnam
argued Domenico utilized the variation in thickness of crown glass to allow
changes in saturation of color, most evident in the fabric of Mary and Christ’s
robes.82

Burnam’s reconsideration of the role of the glazier also engendered a more
acute understanding of the state of Santa Maria del Fiore’s stained glass,
illuminating that all of the windows have been severely damaged since their
installation six hundred years ago.83 In fact, Uccello’s Annunciation was

Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows, 51.
Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century Tuscany,” 66.
80 ibid, 66.
81 ibid, 66. For a discussion of different glass blowing techniques see Raguin, Stained
Glass, 38-41.
82 Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century Tuscany,” 66.
83 ibid, 63; Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows, 50.
78
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removed in the nineteenth century and never reinstalled.84 During the life of
a stained glass window, the leadlines need to be replaced many times to
prevent extensive damage to the glass. The releading process also included
repairing cracks in the glass by adding new leadlines. The current leadlines
in all of the windows show the clumsy repairs performed. Any suppositions on
the original leadlines must be understood as estimations rather than reality,
as the original cartoons do not exist. We do not know whether the cartoons
were drawn on a wood panel or paper (as all were options). In the case of a
board they were often reused and with paper the cartoon was often used up
in the process.85 Thus very few original cartoons have survived. The paint on
the glass is also suspect, as windows were often repainted. Yet the general
condition of the glass does not make any assumptions about the original
intent futile. In the Pietà, Andrea del Castagno’s hand is still very evident as
its Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimethea are stylistic cousins of the figures in
his Last Supper at Sant’Apollonia. (Figs. 11 and 12)

The exact reason for its removal is unclear. No pieces of the window have been
found in Santa Maria del Fiore’s archives. Borsi, Paolo Uccello, 319-320.
85 For more on the process of making stained glass see: Raguin, Stained Glass, 32-56.
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CHAPTER 4:
QUEEN OF HEAVEN: DONATELLO’S CORONATION
OF THE VIRGIN

The Coronation of the Virgin, designed by Donatello, is located in the
preeminent position of the east oculus.86 (Fig. 1) As Artur Rosenauer pointed
out, it is the only oculus visible when entering the church from the main
doors.87 (Fig. 13) In this chapter, I will argue for a separation of the Donatello
window from the rest of the corona oculi. Primary documents as well as
visual analysis will reveal the window as the altarpiece for Santa Maria del
Fiore. This articulation will determine contemporaneous political and
theological connections and will demand a study of the Coronation’s function
in the communal life of Florence.

The window’s style and composition show it as separate from the other
windows (see Chapter 5 for descriptions). The Coronation of the Virgin scene
is set against a dark blue background. Christ and Mary sit side by side, as is
Born to Niccolò di Betto Bardi—a wool carder—and Monna Orsa, Donatello’s date
of birth has never been secured, but documents found have indicated a birth year
around 1386. Despite uncertainty in his early life, there are documents that show
him working as a “garzoni” of Ghiberti, on the Baptistery doors from 1404 to 1407.
With his apprenticeship with Ghiberti starting around the age of 18, he most likely
had been trained in another bottega. By the 1430’s Donatello was an established and
desirable artist having created works for Santa Maria del Fiore, Or San Michele,
and in Siena and having traveled to Rome. Artur Rosenauer, Donatello (Milan:
Electa, 1993), 9.
87 This is not to say that the other oculi are never visible, but you need to be much
closer to the altar to see them clearly. ibid, 153.
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typical of Coronation images. With two hands Christ places the crown—
which has large circular jewels dotting its band—on the head of the
decorously bowing Virgin. Christ wears a green gown with a red robe, while
Mary is dressed in a white gown with purple lining. With only two figures in
the work, Donatello’s design pares down the typical choir of angels along with
other apostles and saints. Although no longer discernible due to the cavalier
restorations I discussed above, the faces of Christ and Mary were originally
painted.88

Aided by the stripping of the cherubim, saints, and apostles, the monumental
and sculptural vision that Donatello designed for the figures has been
discussed as an inventive approach.89 In addition, I would like to highlight
his innovations regarding his use of the band around the image. In contrast
to the flowers framing the later oculi, Donatello depicted cherubim both to
satisfy their removal from the central image as well as to underscore his
composition’s monumentality and dimensionality. He had the Coronation of
the Virgin scene break into the border, a motif only used in this corona
oculus. Thus the scene does not recede into the window but rather makes it
appear that Christ and Mary are on the first plane with cherubs in the
background. Moreover, the slight modifications in the color of the cherubs

The exposure to weather aided in the loss of paint, but the main culprit was the
restorations. See Marchini for discussion of repainting of glass: Giuseppe Marchini,
Italian Stained Glass Windows (New York: H.N. Abrams, 1956), 50.
89 Burnam, “Stained-Glass Innovation in Fifteenth-Century Tuscany,” 66-67.
88
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energize the border, allowing for a less rigid color pattern. The use of the
bottom right blue angel, which begins to meld with the blue of the
background, emphasizes this shift in planes. The cherubim, who face into the
main subject (because their theological function is one of adoration), have
plate haloes of gold and alternate red and green.90

Donatello’s window was made well before the meeting to discuss either
“white” or colored glass; therefore, rather than being conceived as the
springboard for a full program in the drum, I find it much more plausible
that the Coronation of the Virgin was designed to relate, most specifically, to
Ghiberti’s Assumption of the Virgin oculus installed in the center of the west
façade between 1405 and 1415.91 (Fig. 14) A visual comparison of the two
windows coupled with an understanding of the primary documents and
Marian politics at the beginning of the fifteenth century will reveal that the
Coronation fulfills a program begun by the Opera twenty years earlier.

Some art historians have specified that they angels are alternating cherubim and
seraphim. ibid, 64-66.
91 The primary documents from Santa Maria del Fiore do not include a specific
reference to Ghiberti as the designer; however, Ghiberti’s authorship can be
ascertained through his own writings. Most art historians have assumed Poggi’s
date of installation in 1405 as correct. He claimed that the paying of Piero Cambio
for the armature of the window sets the date, at the latest, in June of that year. I do
not think the document is specific enough to finalize the date of installation. Thus, it
is better to leave the date more open allowing for it to be created between 1405 and,
at the very latest, 1415. Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze, VI, 100-101. Ghiberti, I
Commentari; - a Cura Di Ottavio Morisani, 47.
90
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The competition for the important east oculus was between Donatello and the
designer of the Assumption of the Virgin, Ghiberti. Donatello won the
commission, according to the primary documents, due to his excellence in
translating the predetermined theological program selected by the Opera.
However, if the two windows—the Assumption of the Virgin and the
Coronation of the Virgin—are compared there are correspondences despite
the different designers. First, both discard the use of a floral border typical of
Santa Maria del Fiore’s other stained glass.92 Ghiberti’s window alternates
saints and prophets with a floral motif and there are angels in the central
image. Donatello’s window, as already stated, also has a figural border—with
angels, not saints and prophets. Since both subjects deal with the celestial
and not the terrestrial, it is appropriate for them to have a border with
heavenly figures in it—specifically, angels, prophets, and saints. Second, both
artists have the main subject break through the main border. In the
Assumption of the Virgin, the calmly seated Mary is being welcomed into
Heaven by Christ and his angels above. In the Coronation of the Virgin, Mary
and Christ’s feet rest on a green semi-circle below them. This, like the figural
borders, is a sign of the subject being heavenly not earthly. Finally, in the
Ghiberti Assumption, Christ is welcoming Mary while holding a cupola
shaped crown. This anticipates the cupola oculus window’s subject of Christ
crowning Mary.

Both older stained glass, see Ghiberti’s Sts. Lawrence and Stephen windows and
new stained glass, like the other corona stained glass oculi.
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The formal relations between the windows were intentional and can be
understood through the Marian politics of the day. The Marian program in
Santa Maria del Fiore had been promoted since 1412 with the legal change of
the cathedral’s name, which emphasized Mary as the personification and
ruler of Florence.93 Bergstein argued that the Brunelleschi cupola begun in
1420 became synecdochic for “Santa Maria del Fiore,” partly on the basis that
the Opera never realized their plan to commission a large statue of Mary
holding a lily for the west façade.94 Instead, the dome became the crown of
Mary. The Coronation of the Virgin’s prominent position as a jewel-like,
round image in the crown of Santa Maria del Fiore, reinforces the new
Marian iconography of the cathedral. This program of the assumption and
crowning of Mary, Bergstein explained, was part of the Opera’s sculptural
plan, thus it is not difficult to conceive that the patrons would desire to
perpetuate the Marian agenda in the stained glass too.95

Concurrent to the commissioning of the Donatello window was the
competition for the design of the choir of Santa Maria del Fiore.96 The

Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento Florence,” 711. Bergstein’s argument
developed Battisti’s theory. Eugenio Battisti, Filippo Brunelleschi (Milan:
Electaarchitecture, 2002), 114.
94 Eugenio Battisti, Filippo Brunelleschi, 114.
95 Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento Florence.”, 707.
96 Retrospection: Baccio Bandinelli and the Choir of Florence Cathedral (Harvard
University School of Design, 1997). See Waldman for a discussion on the previous
altar. Louis Alexander Waldman, “Florence Cathedral in the Early Trecento: The
93
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competition mandated an eight-sided choir mirroring the shape of the cupola,
and pitted Ghiberti against Angelo d’Arezzo and Brunelleschi.97 Marica
Tacconi argued that Brunelleschi’s design triumphed for practical reasons;
the primary documents published by Poggi confirm that Ghiberti’s placement
of the altar in the center would have obstructed liturgical movements.98
(Appendix A, Document G) Two images can be analyzed to appreciate how
Brunelleschi’s no-longer-extant choir negotiated the space. The Pazzi
Conspiracy bronze medal depicts the choir in a side view clearly illustrating
the freestanding altar to its far right. (Fig. 15) The medal does not show how
the choir affected its surroundings, but an installation view can be seen in a
print after a drawing by Felice Francolini in the mid-nineteenth century.
(Fig. 16) Although the choir in this print has been changed from the original
Brunelleschian project, it shows that Brunelleschi designed the choir to block
the view of the radiating chapels and their respective stained glass
windows.99 Despite the choir’s simplicity, the height of the wood structure
distracted the viewer’s eye from the radiating chapels and drew it upward

Provisional High Altar and Choir of the Canonica,” Mitteilungen Des
Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 40, no. 3 (1996): 267–286.
97 Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze, 234-235. Waldman argued that Angelo d’Arezzo was
asked to submit a design for the steps of the choir only. Waldman, “The Choir of
Florence Cathedral,” 45.
98 Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze, 234-235. Krautheimer viewed this as indicative of
Ghiberti unviable “architectural thinking.” Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, 256.
99 Waldman stated that the added arches above the mouth of the choir were added
circa 1510. Waldman, “The Choir of Florence Cathedral,” 45.
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towards different windows.100 The only windows that are visible from the
west end are the tribune-level stained glass in the east apse and, most
predominantly, the Donatello window in the corona. Therefore, the visibility
of all the windows are determined by the design of the choir. If the choir and
retable were too high it would obstruct the oculi. If the choir was designed too
low the radiating chapels would be clearly visible and distract from the high
altar and cupola.

Fortuitously, Brunelleschi’s design of the choir aligns with his theories on
how an altar should look and function within a space. Allison Luchs argued
that he preferred a freestanding low altar, which permitted the priest to
perform the rites while facing the worshippers.101 Further, these simplified
retable-less altars would not obstruct the architecture of the church. In my
mind, in Santa Maria del Fiore, Brunelleschi would desire to emphasize his
dazzling cupola by designing a self-effacing choir that deflected its aesthetic
and devotional force to its windows. Consequently, the image that viewers
would encounter (in association with the sacramental space of the choir) was
Donatello’s Coronation of the Virgin. This architectural composition would
satisfy the Arte della Lana, as the cupola was the fulfillment of a long desired
architectural component.
The simple wooden structure had surprising tenacity. Despite regular attempts to
create a stone choir, for almost 100 years the choir remained more or less
unchanged. Waldman also stated that even when Baccio Bandinelli creates a new
choir, he is asked to conform to the Brunelleschi design. ibid, 54-59.
101 Luchs, “Stained Glass Above Renaissance Altars,” 182.
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To substantiate this proposal that follows Luchs’ argument, we should turn to
other religious spaces that Brunelleschi designed the interior of to confirm
that this was his customary method.102 “The culmination of the art of
Brunelleschi,” the Pazzi Chapel, was begun in the early 1440s for Andrei dei
Pazzi.103 (Fig. 17) The chapel is oblong with the main altar in a recessed
niche, raised slightly above the floor with a low table and no retable.104 Above
the table is a rectangular window that depicts the patron saint, Andrew, and
is surmounted by an oculus of God the Father.105 Similar too, the Old Sacristy
of San Lorenzo has a small mensa with no retable and a window behind it.106
(Fig. 18) It can then be substantiated that Brunelleschi viewed this as a
satisfying solution to the decoration of an altar that allowed for his
architecture to remain unobstructed.

To extend the theory to Santa Maria del Fiore is complicated because
Brunelleschi was not the architect of the entire church, but the designer of
the dome and choir. However, I think that Santa Maria del Fiore’s low altar
endorses Luchs’ argument. As at the Pazzi Chapel and the Old Sacristy, the
stained glass acts as a less architecturally disruptive “luminous devotional

The Old Sacristy and Santo Spirito were the two other building where
Brunelleschi planned for a freestanding altar. ibid, 182.
103 Battisti, Filippo Brunelleschi, 222.
104 ibid, 224.
105 Luchs, “Stained Glass Above Renaissance Altars,” 182.
106 ibid, 183.
102
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image” in which Christ and Mary, along with the tribune window saints,
appear “during mass behind the celebrant and above his head, as if in
support and blessing.”107 The choice of the Coronation of the Virgin as subject
is, therefore, not simply a theological and political decision but actively
participates in the liturgy.

For the Coronation to be the altarpiece, no retable must have been installed
in the main choir. Retables for the high altar were the typical crowning
liturgical furniture of most cathedrals, and this was true of Santa Maria del
Fiore until the 1430s. A 1433 record stated that at that time there was a
retable on the high altar, and Paula Spilner argued in an unpublished study
that it was Bernardo Daddi’s San Pancrazio polyptych.108 (Fig. 19) (Appendix
B, Document A) Whatever altarpiece was there, it is most important for this
study that it was removed by 1441-1442 at the latest and sold in its entirety
for 200 lire.109 (Appendix B, Document B) There is no specific document
related to the altarpiece’s removal, but it is not mentioned as being in place
after 1434, when the Donatello window was commissioned, and its sale took
place during the rich transformation and decoration of the crossing through
the building of the choir and main altar and glazing of the east oculi. What
may be extrapolated as to its position within the church is the past tense
ibid, 182.
Louis Alexander Waldman, “The Choir of Florence Cathedral: Transformations of
Sacred Space, 1334-1572,” 34-35; Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento
Florence,” 691.
109 Waldman, “The Choir of Florence Cathedral,” 34-35.
107
108
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phrasing of the documents on the sale of the altarpiece, specifically that the
altar being sold to Johanni Andree Minerbettis was one that was “once held
on the main altar of Santa Maria del Fiore.”110 The particular phrasing of this
document makes it conceivable that the retable was removed during the
construction of the choir, and prior to the installation of the window, in the
late 1430s and not sold until 1441-1442.

Thus it is my contention that the Coronation of the Virgin could act as the
replacement for the altarpiece due to Brunelleschi’s modus operandi and the
removal of the retable. If the east end tribune windows are included, the
composition of all the windows simulates a typical Coronation of the Virgin
altarpiece. For example, Fra Angelico’s Coronation of the Virgin, painted in
1427, is composed in two separate registers.111 (Fig. 20) The upper register is
the Madonna and Christ surrounded by angels, and the lower register groups
the saints and apostles in a semicircle. Likewise, for the stained glass of
Santa Maria del Fiore, the Donatello window functions as the upper register
of the altarpiece, where the most central actions of coronation and angelic
worship are depicted. Ghiberti’s tribune-level saints and prophets windows
act as the lower register. (Figs. 21 and 22) In fact, their actions mimic the
saints of an altarpiece, where many look up towards Christ and Mary, some

Appendix B, Document C or Giovanni Poggi, Il Duomo Di Firenze, Parti I-IX and
Parti X-XVIII (Edizione Medicea, 1988).
111 Patricia Rubin, “Hierarchies of Vision: Fra Angelico’s Coronation of the Virgin
from San Domenico, Fiesole,” Oxford Art Journal 27, no. 2 (2004): 144.
110
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interact with each other, and others are absorbed in contemplation. Stylistic
clues also unite the tribune and corona windows: Ghiberti’s tribune windows
also break out of the confines of the borders. He placed the elbows and scrolls
of apostles and saints in front of the border to signal their relationship with
the Assumption of the Virgin on the west end and the Coronation of the
Virgin above them. In other words, the prophets and saints are meant to
participate in the heavenly realm of the Assumption and the Coronation.

Therefore, the Coronation of the Virgin is meant to function iconographically
and liturgically with Ghiberti’s west oculus and the east tribune windows.
This argument opposes the presumption that the Coronation functions solely
as part of the corona oculi program. Instead, they reach out across space to
act as the luminescent and massive altarpiece for Santa Maria del Fiore that
befits Brunelleschi’s particular preference for minimal altars and
simultaneously proclaims Mary as the new patron saint of the Cathedral.

The political connotations of the Coronation subject were as palpable to the
fifteenth-century parishioner as its liturgical function. Just as the initial
decision in 1412 to perpetuate Mary as the major saint of Florence was
politically necessary, it was important to continue this narrative in 1434.
This 1412 decision was due to the recent Ciompi revolutions and the
politically instability of the late 1300s. The revolutions disrupted the Arte
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della Lana’s (as well as the upper class families’) position of power,
consequently, the patrons and government chose to subsume the already
present name of Santa Maria del Fiore.112 In the 1430s, Florence was
experiencing politically instability again. However, instead of the threat
coming from the lower classes, it came from a single family—the Medici. Most
particularly, the keen maneuverings of Cosimo il Vecchio in the 1420s,
through his connections with the papacy, his collection of allegiances inside
and outside of Florence, and his manipulation of the Medici bank, caused
great concern in Florence that culminated in his banishment in the Fall of
1433.113 Although Cosimo would return within a year, it is during his exodus
that the Arte della Lana deliberated on the east end window. (Appendix A,
Document A) The wool guild at this time had a tenuous relationship with the
upper class. The organization was stratified including a small group of the
elite, but with a majority of the members being middle class. It is not
necessarily true that the Medici had any control over the program of the
cathedral. Therefore, the political aspirations of the Medici would have
troubled the Arte della Lana and made them recall the original purpose of
the Marian program—to stress to the people of Florence (especially those who
were eligible to participate in the government) that the true ruler of the city
was Mary. The windows explicitly claim Mary’s rule over Florence. The
John M. Najemy, A History of Florence, 1200-1575 (Malden, MA: Blackwell
Publishing, 2006), 181. See Bergstein for discussion of the Arte della Lana’s use of
Mary in the early fifteenth century: Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento
Florence,” 673.
113 Najemy, A History of Florence, 1200-1575, 265-271.
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earlier Ghiberti oculus of the Assumption of the Virgin anticipates the
cupola—the symbol of Florence—through the shape of the crown that God
holds while welcoming Mary to Heaven. (Fig. 23) It culminates on the other
end of the church with Mary being crowned with a simple bejeweled band.
(Fig. 24) There is no need for the dome-shaped tiara, as the actual cupola
presides above this coronation. The dome and the windows emphasize Mary’s
symbolic rule over Florence (and Christ’s approval of this through his
crowning of her) in its social and liturgical center.
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CHAPTER 5:
GEMS FOR THE CROWN OF MARY:
THE GHIBERTI, UCCELLO, AND CASTAGNO WINDOWS

In Marchini’s examination of the oculi windows he argued that Ghiberti,
Uccello, and Castagno were given the rest of the commissions because the
Opera was unsatisfied with Donatello’s installed window.114 Marchini’s
arguments are problematic because the primary documents seem to
contradict this proposal in their praise for the quality and theological
soundness of Donatello’s design. (Appendix A, Document A) Accordingly, the
intent of this chapter is to establish that the Opera had other reasons to
select different designers and request that they work in a style that
conformed more closely to the windows at aisle level than to Donatello’s. This
would visually signify that these seven windows were to be read distinctly
from the Coronation of the Virgin. To make this argument, I will begin by
foregrounding the seven other oculi through description concluding with a
formal comparison between these windows and Donatello’s. Second, I will
return to the primary documents to consider what the evidence tells us about
these windows. Third, an evaluation of the fifteenth-century preference for
natural light or the filtered light of stained glass will reinforce the evidence
in the primary documents. Fourth, I will conclude by returning to my
Marchini argued that Ghiberti was a return to a tried and true solution and that
Ghiberti, basically, farmed out four of the windows to Paolo Uccello and Andrea del
Castagno. Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows, 52.
114
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proposal that the Donatello and tribune windows were meant to form an
alternative altarpiece for the church and propose that these seven windows
can function within this paradigm.

Lorenzo Ghiberti’s artistic career was intricately connected to Santa Maria
del Fiore.115 His primacy within Florence through an early forged relationship
with the Duomo complex allowed Ghiberti to receive commissions regularly
from the Opera.116 It is he who would provide the cartoons for the majority of
the other stained glass windows in cathedral, including the Assumption of the
Virgin oculus and the two other saintly-subject oculi flanking it the west
façade, as well as the tribune windows below the Coronation of the Virgin.117

Ghiberti has been fortunate, as were all of the four artists, to have been
scrutinized by many illustrious art historians. I will rely mainly on Krautheimer’s
monograph, Krautheimer catalogue is the first and although he mentions the
stained glass, no thorough analysis is given. Krautheimer suggested that the
ambiguity of his birthdate was due not only because of the typically unreliable
record keeping of the fifteenth century, but because Ghiberti might have wanted to
hide his illegitimate birth. In a legal battle due to Ghiberti’s improper holding of
office he claimed that he was born in 1378. His mother was the common law wife of
a Florentine goldsmith, which is where he received his earliest training. He received
training in painting as well and was fairly well educated for an early Quattrocento
artist. Richard Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Princeton Monographs in Art and
Archaeology 31 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970), 3-9.
116 During Ghiberti’s life the income he received annually from the Wool Guild was
the equivalent of a Medici Bank branch manager. Despite his little knowledge about
architecture, he would be hired with Brunelleschi to build the cupola. Although
many see this as an example of Ghiberti’s political abilities, Krautheimer suggested,
“certainly his excellent standing with the leading circles in Florence had something
to do with the commission.” In other words, Ghiberti’s way of relating to the upper
echelons of Florentine society were as valuable as Brunelleschi’s architectural
knowledge. ibid, 3, 7.
117 Ghiberti, I Commentari; a Cura Di Ottavio Morisani, 47.
115
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Ghiberti’s three commissioned works for the drum are the Ascension of
Christ, the Presentation at the Temple, and the Agony in the Garden.118 The
Ascension’s composition places Christ in the center of the oculus against a
blue background. (Fig. 3) His gown is red with a white robe dotted with fivelobed flowers and red and pink clouds below his feet signify his ascension. To
Christ’s left and right below his waist stand the apostles. On his right are
Mary, who is closest to him, and John—as he has no beard—with five other
apostles; the six remaining apostles are to his left side. The border
surrounding them is a red band with somewhat naturalistic six-lobed
flowers.119 Although enclosed in solid border that does not interact with the
interior scene and difficult to discern due to its damaged state, Ghiberti
designed the Ascension to be mimetic. The bodies of the saints have mass and
are delineated, the faces (from what is still available) are not schematic, and
the space is naturalistically rendered, the window is a demonstrable
departure from the flat style of his Assumption of the Virgin.

The Presentation at the Temple has another red border that, in this case,
emphasizes its more geometric pattern. (Fig. 4) Here, Ghiberti encircled eight
white flowers in a white border dispersed evenly between a blue floral
pattern whose geometry is amplified by the continuing of the white borders
around each floral motif. The border completely encircles the central scene,
This is also the order in which they were commissioned.
Like the Donatello window, the paint that was originally used to indicate the
facial features of the figures has been scrubbed off.
118
119
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where the matching blues of Mary’s gown and background required the
glazier (and Ghiberti) to very carefully separate the two fields of color. If not,
the blue in Mary’s robe would be absorbed into the background causing
incoherence in the rendering of depth.120 Hence Mary and Joseph stand to the
left of the priest who is behind the altar that splits the scene in two vertical
halves. To the right of the altar are Simeon, who holds a wiggly Christ in his
hands, and Anna standing behind him and holding a scroll. Again, although
the border is schematic, the scene is naturalistically designed and close
observation shows the designer and glazier ensuring that the color selections
do not throw off the perspective of the scene.

Ghiberti’s final stained glass oculus is the Agony in the Garden, a scene he
had previously depicted in his first set of bronze doors.121 (Figs. 6 and 25) The
two scenes are similar; both place the three apostles in the foreground. In the
stained glass panel, the apostles create a triangle. In the top left portion is
Christ praying while an angel swoops down to him holding the Eucharistic
cup and wafer. In the right top section, a city is framed above a bower of olive
trees that separate (and thus give depth to) the city and the apostles in the
foreground. The red border has eight evenly dispersed medallions alternating

Behind Joseph is an unidentified man standing. He has no halo nor does he wear
a headdress that identifies him as a priest, therefore it is a possibility that he is a
patron. In fact, his headdress and beard have similarities to Uccello’s portrait of
Giotto, Uccello, Donatello, Manetti, and Bruno.
121 The titles of all these works are fluid. In the scholarship this work has also been
called Mount of Olives, Krautheimer. Ghiberti, 447.
120
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flowers and sunbursts. In between the medallions are white floral and circle
motifs. This subject would be the most difficult to render in perspective as it
is two scenes in one—Christ praying and the apostles sleeping. Ghiberti
develops the bronze door composition through this design and, because of the
different medium, the use of color. This is particularly clear in the trees that
attempt to mimic nature and the better spatial relationship between the
three apostles.

In Marchini’s analyses of the windows, he argued that Uccello’s selection as a
designer for the oculi was due to his relationship with Ghiberti. It is true that
the first documented appearance of Uccello was in the bottega of Ghiberti.122
And it was probably at the advice and endorsement of Ghiberti that Uccello
was able to work in Venice and train as a mosaicist.123 Nevertheless,
Marchini’s suggestion is tenuous as, for the corona windows, Uccello was the
first artist (other than Donatello) to be selected by the Opera. Franco Borsi

Although, his entrance into the studio has often been estimated to be around the
age of 10, I think that James Beck gives a more robust argument that Uccello
probably entered the studio when he was closer to the age of 15 (up to 19). The
average entrance age for a new apprentice in a Renaissance studio was 10-14 years
old. James Beck debunks the argument that Uccello entered into the studio at the
normal age and sets Uccello’s entrance into the studio much later. This position is
confirmed by multiple primary sources. Specifically, his change in status and salary
found in a document dated 1415 implies Uccello had entered into a Guild (which
would have occurred at the age of 18.) James Beck “Uccello’s Apprenticeship with
Ghiberti.” The Burlington Magazine 122, no. 933 (1980), 837.
123 His time in Venice was by no means a tourist trip; art historians have long
argued that his difference in style from the other Florentine artists was due to the
long period of work and life spent in a port city that traded with the Byzantine
empire. The position that Uccello received in Venice required that he had been
trained in mosaics already. Borsi, 2.
122
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argued that it was Uccello’s experience as a mosaicist that attracted the
Opera to request his aid in the creation of the stained glass in 1430. However,
to reconcile Borsi’s argument the thirteen-year gap between Uccello’s return
and his commission for the design of three windows would need to be
resolved. In other words, proof that he worked as a go between for Donatello
(and Ghiberti) and the glaziers needs to be uncovered. Having been reestablished in Florence and painted his well-known John Hawkwood
cenotaph in 1436, Uccello was commissioned for three cartoons that were
successfully made and installed in the drum—the Annunciation, the Nativity,
and the Resurrection. During a cleaning in the nineteenth century, the
Annunciation broke beyond repair and, therefore was not reinstalled in the
drum. However, the Nativity and the Resurrection will give examples of
Uccello’s approach to stained glass and we can extrapolate from them certain
basics of composition and color and thus have a rudimentary idea of what the
Annunciation could have looked like.

Uccello’s first commissioned window was the Resurrection. (Fig. 2) A less
crowded composition than the Nativity, the central figure is Christ arising
from a sarcophagus. His white robe spotted with five-lobed flowers, Christ’s
body is designed with an almost Gothic sway. Uccello pushed the two
soldiers, depicted in the bottom half of the circle, as far to the sides as
possible. The border is a scarlet background with a relatively elaborate floral
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decoration: he converted the five-lobed flower motif from a chain to a wreath
connected by intricate vines. The background to the scene is a blue ombré
which is most saturated next to Christ’s body—a device to aid in emphasizing
that particular figure—and fades to a light robin’s-egg blue next to the red
ochre glass indicating the ground where the soldiers lie in sleep. The border
functions in the same manner as the Ghiberti windows, Uccello also uses
perspective in his subject, but approaches it in his own manner.124

The Nativity has a border that follows the pattern of the other seven
windows; this particular band has a scarlet background with a chain of fivelobed, white-centered blue flowers each centered in a gold background with a
white outline. (Fig. 5) Due to the condition of the work it is difficult to
visualize the original leadlines. Mary kneels on the middle left side with
Joseph anchoring (in his typical sleeping pose) the right bottom part of the
circle. They flank the Christ child. Between Mary and the border are two
shepherds.125 Behind the main scene are an ox and ass typical of Nativity
scenes and, finally, a shelter rendered as a canopy structure. Here we see a
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note on breaks in the border, there are two exceptions, the halo of Christ in this
window and Ghiberti’s Ascension both break through very slightly. I argue that this
is due to Christ’s bodily transformation after his death and resurrection. The halo
trope is meant to signify his transformed (heavenly) body.
125 Like the Ghiberti Presentation at the Temple, the figures could be donors. If they
are shepherds this is confirmed by the man in green holding a staff, however their
dress—the bright colors especially—seem too rich for a shepherd. This is important
to note as Marquand, perhaps, mistook the shepherds for Magi.
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hallmark of Uccello’s fascination with perspective. Though not perfectly
rendered, Uccello uses the shelter to emphasize depth in the scene.

The last artist selected, Castagno, designed the north window—the Pietà.
(Fig. 7) The youngest artist to have a successful bid to create a cartoon,
Castagno was born in 1419 or earlier and the earliest extant documents on
him is the record for this oculus cartoon.126 Marchini saw Castagno as picking
up the slack of Ghiberti. However, it is difficult to argue this if we agree that
it was not the case in Uccello’s selection too. Castagno’s master is an
unknown entity, we do know that he went to Venice to work and, like Uccello,
became a master mosaicist.127 Therefore, it seems conceivable that the basics
of Borsi’s argument for Uccello can be applied to Castagno as well. Castagno
and Uccello both had considerable experience in mosaics and Gage has
argued that the process of making stained glass would have been very similar
to mosaic creation.128 I argue, for both Uccello and Castagno, that the Opera’s
reasoning was twofold. First, they had already established themselves in
The primary documents do not explain the process of selecting the designers of
the seven windows (not including The Coronation of the Virgin.) Ghiberti had
already worked on other stained glass pieces for the cathedral. Uccello was his
student and—perhaps—this was the impetus for hiring him. Frederick Hartt, “The
Earliest Works of Andrea Del Castagno: Part One,” The Art Bulletin 41, no. 2 (1959),
159–160. Marita Horster, Andrea Del Castagno: Complete Edition with a Critical
Catalogue (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1980), 11-12. However, this
selection of his cartoon was not a fluke, Castagno regularly received commissions
before and after this cartoon. Frederick Hartt, “The Earliest Works of Andrea Del
Castagno: Part One,” The Art Bulletin 41, no. 2 (1959), 167.
127 ibid, 167.
128 John Gage, “Gothic Glass: Two Aspects of Dionysian Aesthetic,” Art History 5, no.
1 (1982): 36–58.
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Florence as artists. Second, and most importantly, the Opera considered their
time in Venice and training to be a boon to the designing of windows.

Perhaps the tension between traditional stained glass style and the new
fifteenth-century aesthetic is most evident in Castagno’s window. In the
center of the Pietà is Mary sitting at the foot of the cross, which breaks the
composition in half—in a purple dress with a blue robe, she holds the dead
Christ in her lap. Standing behind her, each on one side of the cross are
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus.129 Four women kneel in the foreground
to the sides of the composition. The use of perspective and interest in
naturalistic depiction is clear. For example, we are not privy to view the
entire cross; we only see the foot of it. Yet again the border with a red
background with another variation of five-lobed flowers complete encloses the
scene. Of the eight circular motifs in the border, four have starbursts, the
bottom left and right (southwest and southeast) circles have a different floral
motif, and Castagno introduced faces of men in a gold and silver background
at the top right and left circle (northeast and northwest).

Describing the six other extant windows reveals their similarities to each
other. Each designer gave some play to his individual stylistic concerns (e.g.,
the faces in the Castagno or the mazzocchi in the Uccello) but nevertheless
attempted to create a cohesive whole. (Fig. 26) Specifically, although each
129

ibid, 173.
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border is unique, none utilizes either the cherubim or the style of the
Coronation. Cherubim would have been inappropriate as frames to the seven
scenes of Christ’s time on earth, but Ghiberti, Uccello, and Castagno all had
the ability to create a dynamic, plastic border that coordinated with
Donatello’s border while serving their earthly topics.130 Borders mimicking
wreaths presented an excellent solution. Moreover, wreaths were not unusual
elements in Florentine art; Ghiberti’s Shrine of St. Zenobius made for the
relics of an important Florentine saint and completed by 1443 has a
beautifully cast laurel wreath that encircles the inscription. (Fig. 27) These
wreaths were commonly used in the title pages of books as well. The books
include a Bodleian Library manuscript that has been dated to the early 1440s
with a laurel wreath illumination. 131 (Fig. 28) Consequently, the three artists
would not even have to invent this design, it was already found in Florence in
sculpture and manuscripts. Even more specifically, one of the artists—
Ghiberti—had used a wreath for a Santa Maria del Fiore commission—the
Shrine of St. Zenobius. Thus the schematic borders that seem to retrogress
from the exuberant cherubim border of the Donatello are purposeful choices
by the artists.

The sun and moon in the Castagno are typical elements of a Pietà.
Although I have not found a Santa Maria del Fiore manuscript with a floral
wreath that is dated to the mid-fifteenth century, Tacconi published later examples
of missals with them. Marica Tacconi, Cathedral and Civic Ritual in Late Medieval
and Renaissance Florence: The Service Books of Santa Maria Del Fiore, Cambridge
Studies in Palaeography and Codicology 12 (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2005), 332.
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Just as important is that Donatello’s window was finished and installed
before the commissioning of the other windows. Ghiberti, Uccello, and
Castagno would certainly have seen the work and understood its difference
from the earlier Duomo windows, specifically, the Coronation’s
monumentality and sculptural qualities. Art historians have implicitly
argued that this was due to their understanding of medium specificity.132
However, the aesthetics of a work being tied to its medium had already begun
to break down. Painters and sculptors enthusiastically received new ideas in
art, such as perspective. Ghiberti had already shown himself to respond to
the new aesthetic, particularly, in his second set of Baptistery doors—the
Gates of Paradise. The difference is most evident through comparing the
North Door panel—the Pentecost—and the Gates of Paradise panel—Isaac
and his Sons—Ghiberti removes the quatrefoil and deployed the new idea of
orthogonals to produce a magnificent result. (Figs. 29 and 30) To return to
the stained glass medium, Ghiberti’s corona oculi displays a remarkable
transition from the earlier Assumption in response to the fifteenth-century
fascination with mimesis. In the Presentation at the Temple, the Holy Family
interacts with Anna and Simeon in a realistic space. Mary and Simeon’s feet
do not float off the ground and all the figures are more three-dimensional
than in Ghiberti’s Assumption. In fact, the visual evidence testifies that all of
the artists attempted to balance the desire to implement new ideas and keep
within a unified aesthetic that does not distract from the main image of the
132

Marchini, Italian Stained Glass Windows, 53.
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Coronation. This prearranged style includes a central scene that embraces
naturalism with a schematic, matching borders.

The Guasti document is, again, extraordinary because it clearly demonstrates
that stained glass in fifteenth-century Italy was optional. (Appendix A,
Document B) As the manufacturing of colored glass windows was a very
costly process, the installation of it in a building was an obvious display of
conspicuous consumption.133 The document discussed only elucidates that the
Opera should (after deliberation) install historiated, stained glass; it does not
present an underlying mentality or reason. In other words, it does not claim
that glass should be installed because it would display the wealth and power
of the Opera. However, in the setting of a cathedral, conspicuous
consumption and beauty were not inappropriate.

Regarding germane notions of beauty and sumptuousness: stained glass was
far more than a display of wealth. I believe it is apropos that medieval
theologians and patrons had associated stained glass with jewels. Until the
thirteenth century in Europe, jewels were considered opaque stones; however,
by the fifteenth, they were believed to be translucent.134 Stained glass,
through its technical similarities and natural translucency, began to be
connected to the prized stones. It is fascinating that the windows,
Raguin, Stained Glass, 34.
John Gage, “Gothic Glass: Two Aspects of Dionysian Aesthetic,” Art History 5, no.
1 (1982), 38, 45.
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reminiscent of round gems, are placed in what Battisti and Bergstein
identified as the crown of Mary.135 Installing stained glass in all the drum
oculi studs the crown of Mary with bright, lustrous jewels, not unlike the
gems in the crown of Mary in Donatello’s window.

So too, the Guasti document articulates the perennial question as to how a
church should be lighted. (Appendix A, Document B, part 2) On one side, it
was argued that churches should be lighter. An early fifteenth-century
Italian glazier—Antonio da Pisa, argued that stained glass windows should
be at least one third clear.136 However, this theory was not practiced in the
oculi of Santa Maria del Fiore. For example, the Presentation at the Temple
and the Nativity have very little colorless glass. Although some of the
advisors did object to historiated colored glass, the overall disinclination for
natural lighting reveals an underlying theory of church illumination that
began in the Middle Ages and was still present and clearly defined by Leon
Battista Alberti in his De re aedificatoria. After the decision to install stained
glass in all the oculi of the drum, Alberti stated a preference for churches
with little to no natural light.137 He theorized that the church should be well
lit at the entrance, but the rest of the building—especially the altar—should
Battisti, Filippo Brunelleschi, 114; Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento
Florence,” 711.
136 Gage, "Gothic Glass," 37.
137 Franco Borsi claimed that Alberti began the book in 1443-45. Franco Borsi, Leon
Battista Alberti, 1st U.S. ed (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), 377. For further
analysis of Alberti’s theories on the lighting of a cathedral see Luchs, “Stained Glass
Above Renaissance Altars,” 220.
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have “more majesty than beauty.”138 In this section of Alberti’s work on
religious architecture we see sensitivity to the feeling of a church and how
different modes of illumination can affect the visitor of a building. Luchs
argued that Alberti’s method could be manifested with churches that
installed stained glass only near the high altar with clear glass elsewhere.139
Santa Maria del Fiore has all of the desired qualities that Alberti promoted.
The nave oculi are clear glass allowing natural light to enter the building
while the altar and choir have all stained glass windows that filter the
outside light creating a more majestic feel.

Finally, I would like to consider the intended audience of these seven
windows. As already stated these oculi are not visible from the west end. The
northeast and southeast windows are only revealed when you approach the
east end of the choir. The west, northwest, and southwest windows are only
visible from within the choir facing west. In fact, the lack of visibility of these
seven windows recalls another aspect of an altarpiece—the predella. It was
not uncommon for predellas to depict a selection of the life of Christ. For
example, Duccio’s famed Maesta has a predella that shows scenes from the

Leon Battista Alberti, The Architecture of Leon Batista Alberti. In Ten Books. Of
Painting. In Three Books. And of Statuary. In One Book. Translated into Italian By
Cosimo Bartoli. And into English By James Leoni, Architect. Illustrated with
Seventy-Five Copper-Plates, (London, 1755), 152.
139 “Although he would never have said so, the use of stained glass in certain parts of
a church—notably the high altar chapel—along with clear glass used elsewhere was
one way to achieve the kind of effect he favored.” Luchs, “Stained Glass Above
Renaissance Altars,” 220.
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childhood of Christ. (Fig. 31) Predella panels act as the subsidiary scenes to
the primary image and they commonly reinforced certain ideas that the
patrons wanted to advance. The Fra Angelico altarpiece, discussed
previously, utilizes scenes from the life of St. Dominic and was made for San
Domenico, a community just north of Florence.140 The selection of “Christ in
Glory surrounded by Dominicans saints and blesseds” fortified the “authority
of the Order” and, through the scenes of the life of St. Dominic, reminded the
brothers to teach and preach.141

If the seven windows act as subsidiary scenes meant to reinforce the
altarpiece, the oculi cannot be random selections from the Bible as has often
been argued by art historians.142 This should seem unlikely no matter what,
as unsystematically chosen images are not appropriate for any church,
especially a cathedral. However, the scenes do not obviously support the
primary image of the Coronation of the Virgin. Although four of the windows
can be part of a Marian cycle—the Annunciation, the Nativity, the
Presentation at the Temple, and the Pietà, the other three windows are not as
easily integrated into a Marian propagandistic program. However, all seven
easily fit into a Christological cycle.

Rubin, “Hierarchies of Vision,” 143.
ibid, 143.
142 The exception being Acidini Luchinat. Gurrieri and Acidini Luchinat, La
Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore a Firenze.
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To reconcile these chosen scenes, fifteenth-century theological thinking on
Mary as Queen of Heaven must be considered. Jaroslav Pelikan stated that
Mary is a deserving Queen of Heaven because through her “voluntary
assent… she had set in motion the series of events that would lead to the
redemption of humanity and its victory over sin and death through the death
and resurrection of Christ.”143 Despite the variance in details, her merit is
continually emphasized by medieval and Renaissance theologians including
Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and Bonaventure.144 In the corona of the
cathedral the west window was the lost Annunciation. Mary’s reply to the
Angel Gabriel in this window, “Be it unto me according to thy word,” began
the Christological cycle.145 The windows move from the Annunciation through
the early life of Christ—the Nativity and the Presentation at the Temple—to
the passion of Christ—the Agony in the Garden and the Pietà—to conclude
with the victory of Christ—the Resurrection and the Ascension. This cycle
was a constant visual reminder of Mary’s role in the salvific sacrifice of
Christ and, as the windows are in the cupola, reminded the Florentine viewer
of the dome as the physical representation of Mary as the regent of the city.

Although the common viewer was not necessarily privileged enough to have
read the theologians previously mentioned, Mary’s sainthood and importance
Jaroslav Jan Pelikan, Mary through the Centuries: Her Place in the History of
Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 209.
144 Hilda C. Graef, Mary, a History of Doctrine and Devotion (New York: Sheed and
Ward, 1964), 265-285.
145 Luke 1:38
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was emphasized in all the levels of the Catholic world. Along with
Bonaventure, other Italian theologians and spirituals wrote treatises and
sermons on Mary. The Tuscan Franciscan, Ubertino da Casale in his Arbor
Vita Crucifixae Jesu emphasized certain ideas about Mary that allow us to
understand her role in each of the selected oculi scenes. In the Presentation at
the Temple, the Franciscan claimed that Mary through the offering of Christ
at the Temple, offered him to the all people.146 It is the Agony in the Garden
that could prove most difficult to reconcile to a Maria Regina program.
However, Ubertino also stressed Mary’s participation in the Passion, by his
theory, Christ “wished to associate his Mother with his pain.”147 As the Agony
in the Garden is part of the Passion and is a palpable moment of Christ
experiencing pain, one could argue that—in Ubertino’s mind—Mary is part of
that narrative. In the final two windows—the Resurrection and Assumption—
the viewer would be reminded that Mary participates fully not only in
Christ’s suffering, but in his triumph over death. The Franciscan declared
that Christ said to Mary on the cross: “One thing is necessary, that I, Jesus
your Son, should die in atrocious pain, that you, my Mother, should die with
me in similar manner and that the world should be generously redeemed.”148
Ubertino wrote in the middle to late fourteenth century, but his Mariology is
clearly part of the fabric of the culture well into the Quattrocento. For
example, the Marian theology found in the sermons of the preacher
Graef, Mary, a History of Doctrine and Devotion, 293.
ibid, 294.
148 ibid, 294.
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Bernardino of Siena, who died in 1444, were cribbed from Ubertino.149 In a
sermon of the Nativity of the Virgin, Bernardino of Siena claimed that Mary’s
understanding of God was greater than the combined understanding of all
men including Augustine.150

A more specific audience can be identified for the windows and reveal their
active participation in the liturgy of the church. Access to the main altar and
choir area was very limited in all churches during the fifteenth century.151
The choir had been a system devised to protect the liturgical mysteries
performed there, to give them proper respect and security. Women expressly
and all non-clergy implicitly had been prohibited access to the altar since the
Council of Laodicea.152 This rule was consistently practiced and affirmed by
liturgists and theologians in the Middle Ages. Exceptions occurred, but access
was only granted with the express permission of the Bishop. However, the
written (and visual) evidence shows that Early Renaissance Florence did not
hold fast to these rules. Unusual as it was, in Florence the Signoria and
Collegi—the government of Florence—were permitted to sit within the screen

ibid, 315.
Nazareno Orlandi, Helen Josephine Robins, and Bernardino da Siena Saint,
Saint Bernardine of Siena Sermons (Siena: Tipografia sociale, 1920), 103.
151 Joseph Braun, Der Christliche Altar in Seiner Geschichtlichen Entwicklung
(Munich: Alte Meister Guenther Koch & Co, 1924), 655-656. Or Waldman, “The
Choir of Florence Cathedral,” 2.
152 Braun, Der Christliche Altar in Seiner Geschichtlichen Entwicklung, 656.
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walls during the service, especially, during significant functions.153 By sitting
in the choir during services and other observances, the Florentine
government was able to have visual access to all (or most of) the windows in
the drum. Therefore, the windows could comingle with the music of the mass
furthering the didactic religious and liturgical aspirations of the art.

Marian antiphons were particularly popular in the fifteenth century, chiefly,
the “four great antiphons”—the Alma redemptoris mater, Ave regina
coelorum, Regina coeli, and Salve regina.154 (Appendix C) By the end of the
thirteenth century, these songs ended compline daily, despite any day’s
specific theological devotion.155 They were attached to a particular portion of
the liturgical year: the Alma redemptoris mater, whose lyrics focused on Mary
and the Annunciation was sung from Advent through Epiphany; during Lent
the supplicant-focused antiphon Ave regina coelorum was sung. The
celebratory Regina coeli was the Eastertide antiphon and the Salve regina
was sung during the long post-Pentecost season.156 Despite the variety of the
songs and their focus on different aspects of Mariology, they belong as a
group for two reasons. Firstly, with the exception of the Alma redemptoris
Waldman has also found a late-fourteenth-century document that states that
when mass was not being performed travelers and visitors were permitted within
the choir. Waldman, “The Choir of Florence Cathedral,” 37.
154 Leeman L. Perkins, Music in the Age of the Renaissance (New York: W.W. Norton,
1999), 318-319.
155 David J. Rothenberg, The Flower of Paradise: Marian Devotion and Secular Song
in Medieval and Renaissance Music (New York: Oxford University Press, USA,
2011), 17.
156 ibid, 20-21.
153
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mater, each of the antiphons explicitly endows Mary with the title of queen. If
we return to the fifteenth-century theological conception that Mary’s assent
during the Annunciation makes her worthy of heavenly regency, the Alma
redemptoris mater (the Advent antiphon) coheres. This is further enhanced
by recalling that the season of Advent inaugurates the new liturgical year
and the Annunciation window, if the oculi are read west to east, holds the
initial position too. Secondly, these antiphons had discrete seasons; they do
not seem to have been sung except in their particular time. By each one
replacing the other, they relate to each other by perpetuating Mary through
the entire year.

The popularity of these antiphons made them perfect for expansion and
“polyphonic treatment.”157 With this, the Marian songs could be utilized
outside of their prescribed liturgical functions. Motets and polyphonic
recreations of the Marian antiphons became “extra-liturgical adornment,”
replacing or adding to the service.158 Howard Mayer Brown confirmed that
the works were likely sung during “the offertory, the elevation of the host,
and at the very end of the Mass as a substitute for the Benedicamus
Domino.”159 Their presence during masses and other functions and the
government’s position in the choir meant that the music and stained glass

Perkins, Music in the Age of the Renaissance, 319.
Howard Mayer Brown, “The Mirror of Man’s Salvation: Music in Devotional Life
About 1500,” Renaissance Quarterly 43, no. 4 (1990): 751.
159 ibid, 750.
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could amplify each other to emphasize Mary’s right to rule. For example, the
four Marian antiphons often express Mary’s obedience to God and its role in
Christ’s salvation just like the Annunciation oculus. The celebratory
Eastertide Regina coeli proclaims,
Queen of heaven, rejoice, alleluia;
For He whom thou didst merit to bear, Alleluia,
Has risen, as He said, Alleluia,
Pray for us to God, alleluia.160
A more subtle reference to Mary’s role in the salvation of the world is in the
Alma redemptoris mater where she is called “gate of heaven.”161 This lyric
reminded the viewer that Christ’s ability to open up the gate of heaven to the
people is predicated on Mary. The Salve regina prompted the listener to think
on Mary as advocate, “Turn then, most gracious advocate, thine eyes of mercy
towards us.”162 The windows are not perfect visual retellings of the Marian
antiphons; however, they vibrate “simultaneously in the mind of the educated
observer.”163 This intentional enmeshing of two arts enhances the whole
experience of the liturgy further underlining the cupola and entire
cathedral’s devotion to Mary.

But the participation of the Marian antiphons and the windows was more
than just liturgical and theological. Bergstein argued that the taking up of

See Appendix C
See Appendix C
162 See Appendix C
163 Paul Crossley, “Medieval Architecture and Meaning: The Limits of Iconography,”
The Burlington Magazine 130, no. 1019 (1988): 121.
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the name Santa Maria del Fiore was a “deliberate assertion of the God-given
privilege and responsibility of the Guelf patriciate as it was perceived in the
Florentine post-Ciompi regime.”164 Therefore, the government’s responsibility
to Florence and their allegiance to Mary was constantly reasserted—through
music and visual arts—when they participated in the liturgy within the walls
of the choir.
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Bergstein, “Marian Politics in Quattrocento Florence,” 679.
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CHAPTER 6:
AFTERWORD

To end, I would like to consider Paul Crossley’s historiographic work
“Medieval Architecture and Meaning: The Limits of Iconography.” In his
analysis of Gombrich’s writings, Crossley asks the reader whether “it is
possible to cordon off the ‘dominant meaning’” when the meanings
surrounding buildings can be so complex?165 This question is clearly manifest
in the drum oculi of Santa Maria del Fiore. The layered references and
significances—theological, liturgical, and political—make it difficult to
discern the initial intention of the patrons. Perhaps, as Crossley concluded,
there was never meant to be one meaning for works, but instead all meanings
‘vibrate’ together.

In this thesis, I do not claim to have solved the program for the corona
stained glass. It is only part of the life that these windows inhabited for
fifteenth-century Florentines. What I hope is that this research will add to
the ever-richening conversation on the role of stained glass in the Early
Renaissance.
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Crossley, “Medieval Architecture and Meaning,” 117.
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APPENDIX A:
PRIMARY DOCUMENTS ON THE WINDOWS AND THE CHOIR

Document A, The Selection of Donatello’s Window:
From Poggi documents, in the first half of the document it states that a
competition between Donatello and Ghiberti for a window with the subject of
the Coronation of the Virgin was held. The second half explains the reason
why Donatello’s window was selected over Ghiberti’s.
April 14, 1434
Prefati operarii.... actendentes ad duo designa facta ad
instantiam opere super uno quorom fieri debet oculus vitrei
storie et actus incoronationis domini nostri Jesus Christ facti
eius matri virgini Marie, videlicet unum per Donatum Niccolai
et Laurentii Bartulicci et ad quedam consilia habita a
quampluribus intelligentibus et magistris sacre theologie et a
pluribus pittoribus et magistris fenestrarum et oculorum vitrei
de declarando pro ecclesia et magnificentius tante ecclesi et
intellecto per dicta consilia designum factum per dictum
Donatum esse melius honoribilius et magnificientius designo
facto per dictum Laurentium Bartoli, deliberaverunt quod
secundum dictum designum factum per distum Donatum
Niccolai est coram corpore ecclesie veteris fiat et fiere debeat et
non secundum designum dicti Laurentii et non possit fieri dictus
oculus eum aliquo alio designo nisi solum et dumtaxat cum
design dicti Donati Niccolai.166
Document B, Minutes from the meeting on the seven other windows.

In the Santa Maria del Fiore documents, Lorenzo Ghiberti is often referred to as
Lorenzo di Bartolo or Laurentium Bartoli, in this document Laurentti Bartulicci is
Lorenzo Ghiberti as well. Donatello is called Donatum Niccolai, Donatum, or Donata
Niccolai. ibid, 137. See Krautheimer for discussion of Ghiberti’s names: Richard
Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Princeton Monographs in Art and Archaeology 31
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970), 9.
166
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From Cesare Guasti’s Cesare Guasti, La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore:
illustrata con i documenti dell’archivo dell’opera secolare. Saggio di una
compiuta illustrazione dell’opera secolare e del tempio di Santa Maria del
Fiore. The document calls a group of experts and advisors that the Opera
would like to consider two issues that they were currently
January 22, 1442:
Part 1: Congregati, de mandato operariorum, omnes infrascripti,
videlicet: Luchas domini Masi de Albizis, Antoniius Bartolomei
Corbinelli, operii; Angelus Bindi Vernacci, consul; magister
Iacobus Georgii del Biada, ordinis Minorum; magister Paulus
magistri Dominici, medicus; Francischus Tomasi Iohannis,
capitaneus Partis; Francischus Pierozi della Luna; Nerious Gini
de Capponibus; Iohannes ser Luce Francisci; Angelus Nicolai
degli Oriuoli; Laurentius Bartoli, intagliator; Filippus ser
Brunlleschi; Batista Antonii.
La proposta degli operai fatta per Lucha a’detti cittadini, è
questa: Volere sapere quale pare loro più ydoneo e confacienti,
gli occhi della tribuna bianchi o coloriti; perchè cie n’ è più pareri
intorno etc. Secondo: se gli armari della seconda Sagrestia, di
material, o di marmi, o di bronzi, o di tarsia chome gli altri, o
d’altra material.167
Part 2: Maestro Iacopo detto. Alla parte degli ochi, disse, bianchi
con fregio e conpasso, per la distanza grande, che sendo figurato,
ne’luogi dove sono, genera confusion. (Dipoi disse, s’acordava con
quelli diceano di figure.) Alla parte della Sagrestia, disse di fare
gli armari di marmi con isportelli di bronzo, adornati con altri
marmi, et come paresse a chi di ciò n’à piena notitia.
Maestro Pagolo del maestro Domenichip. Sopra la parte deglie
armari delle Sagrestia, di fare di pietre fini a bene adorne,
atendedno i maestri d’intaglio vantaggiati. Alle parte degli occhi,
disse gli pare che’eglino abbino a essere più tosto ad adorneza
che per lume; et però s’acorderebbe a farle figurate a belle,
perchè la tribuna non à bisogno di lume.
Francesco Giovanni. Confermò, in tutto, quello è detto per
maestro Pagolo.
167
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Francesco della Luna. Alle prima parte disse, avendo avuto il
primo ochio principio di figure, cosi gli pare gli altri si seguino a
figurati. Alla parte della Sagrestia disse, examinando quello vi
s’à a tenere dentro, s’acorderebbe di tarsie, e belle come l’altre;
ma perchè altro n’è consigliato.
Neri di Gino. Alla prima parte disse, s’acordava di figure, perchè
più adorneza, e lume assai. Alla seconda parte, degli armari,
s’acorderebbe gli armari si faccino di legname come gli altri, e
più belli se far possino.
Giovanni di ser Lucha. Alla Sagrestia disse, poi che l’altra è
fatta, e cosi si faccia questa; ma che se n’abbia colloquio con
persone di simile material intendente. Alla parte de gli ochi
disse, più tosto figurati che non, però che sono più adorneza.
Filippo di ser Brunellescho. Alla parte della Sagrestia, per molte
ragione s’acorderebbe, examinando gli altri luoghi, l’ornamento
della Sagrestia, cioè la faccie fussono di marmo, e gli armari
d’altri marmi colorito e lustrati; gli sportelli di bronzi piani con
fogliami e alori; e dentro fasciato di legname sul bronzo, al modo
domaschino. Alla parte degli ochi disse, gli pare sie più richo
figure; e cosi gli pare.
Lorenzo di Bartolo. Alla prima parte degli ochi, disse d’ochi
colorati, e tanti chiari che daranno lume a bastanza, e saranno
più richi e più adorneza. Alla parte della Sagrestia disse,
adornare la volta di musaycho, et cosi le faccie; e più tosto di
marmi bianchi gli armari, e co’legnami e cogli sportelli di tarsie,
e dentro fasciati.
Agnolo di Nicholò. Alla parte degli ochi disse, seguire colorito
com’è principiato, e ch d’ochi [bianchi] non gli pare per più
cagioni. A’fatti degli armari dice, che gli pare certe parte ci è,
fare con tavolate di marmot; gli sportelli d’ottone, e drento
fasciate di legname, ed adornarla d’altro che di legname.
Bernardo di Matheo. Disse s’acordava con i maestri ànno detto, e
fatti de la Sagrestia di marmi, gli sportelli d’ottone o di bronzo,
come meglo si fosse, et per niuno modo di tarsi, non sono
durabili. Gli ochi, di fighure.
Batista. Disse a ogni modo fare li marmi e musaychi e altro, e
non legnami. Gli ochi, di figure.168

Cesare Guasti, La cupola di Santa Maria del Fiore: illustrata con i documenti
dell’archivo dell’opera secolare. Saggio di una compiuta illustrazione dell’opera
secolare e del tempio di Santa Maria del Fiore," 76.
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Document C:
From the Poggi documents, the selection of Uccello as the designer of two
windows as well as the expectation for delivery of the windows by March.
February 22, 1443
Operarii deliberaverunt quod Paulus Uccello faciat duos
designos unum de locatione facta Angelo et alium de locatione
facta Carolo cum designis et figuris sibi dandis. Et Paulus
promixit ipsos facere pro pretio fiendo tam per presentes
operarios quam futuros et dare perfectum per totum mensem
Martii. Presentibus testibus Angelo Lippi et Ridolfo Lotti.169
Document D:
A long passage on the creation of the windows and the work of the glaziers.
March 12, 1443
Nobiles viri... operarii antedicti omni modo etc.
protestantionibus premissis etc., locaverunt etc. ad laborandum
et faciendum Bernardo Francisci, qui facit fenestras di vetro,
presenti et conducenti ad faciendum duos oculos de vitro in
tribuna magna sine rete, videlicet: unum ex latere destro,
videlicet versus tribunam corporis Christi, in quo debet esse
Resuressio domini nostri Jesu Christi secundum designum sibi
dandum, et debet poni iusta illud de incoronatione; alium vero
oculum exalia tribuna et iusta dictum oculum in quo debet abere
pro suo magisterio vetro tagliatura et aliis 1. XI et s. X fp.
operarii predicti promixerunt solvere designum pictorem et
ferramenta, facere pontes et alia occurentia. Et promixit dictus
Bernardus dare perfectos infratres menses postquam habebit
designum: que omnia promixit actendere sub pena florenorum
ducentorum, que pena etc. pro quibus etc. oblighavit, etc. Actum
in opera sancte Maria del Fiore dicto die, presentibus testibus
ser Anbroxio Angeli Angeni et Ridolfi Lotti provisore opere.170
Document E:
169
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A short document from the Poggi documents, it is the first document that
shows the Opera working to select an artist for the design of the choir. This
particular selection shows that a carpenter had been hired to create a model
of the Brunelleschi design.
September 2, 1434
Antonio di Manetto Ciacheri, legnaiuolo per uno modello fatto
pel choro e altare magiore a stanza di Filippo di ser
Brunellescho.171
Document F:
This document shows that Lorenzo Ghiberti had also been asked to submit a
design for the choir.
December 31, 1434
Lorenzo di Bartolo, orafo, 1. XII per uno modello fatto disegnio
dellchoro della chapella magiore.
Document G:
From the Poggi documents, the discussion of the Brunelleschi design. After
the list of advisors for the main altar, the bulk of the document discusses the
practical aspects of Brunelleschi’s design. In the middle the reason for not
selecting Ghiberti is explained. The document ends (written in Latin) by
claiming that the work will be executed as written with certain disgraces
applied if ignored.
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November 26, 1435
Operarii..., actendentes ad quamdam commissionem factam per
eorum offitium de ordinatione altaris maioris dicte ecclesie et
cori ipsius ecclesie infrascriptis civibus religiosis sacre theologie
magistro Jacobo Georgii del Biada, ordinis fratum minorum,
magistro Sandro de Covonibus, converso hospitalis s. Marie
Nove de Florentia, Francischo alterius Francisci Pierotti della
Luna, Nerio Gini de Capponibus, egregio medicine doctori
magistro Paulo magistri Domici et Juliano Tomasii Ghucci,
omnibus civibus civitatis Florentie, et ad quemdam reportum
per eos factum eorum offitio infrascripte continentie et tenoris
videlicet: Fatto la sperienza del disegno di Filippo de ser
Brunellescho e stati più di per udire il parere d'assai gente e di
poi examinato per noi, ci parve avessi di bisogno d'alcuna
correptione in questo effetto ciòe: prima perchè le spalliere del
coro le fa alte braccia tre e uno quarto da terra e toglie assai
della veduta del coro dentro e di fuori, pero diciamo s'arechi alto
braccia due e due terzi o circha. Secondo, perchè fa tre gradi di
seggiole pero occupa tanto lo spazio dentro del coro che i cherici
arebbono pocho spazio, pero ci pare si facci due filari de seggiole
e oltra cio lo inginochiatoio e rimarra lo spazio assai comodo.
Terzo, per fare più seggiole e dare più larghezza dentro nel coro
ci pare che le spalliere del detto coro s'alarghi insino al diritto
de'pilastri. Quarto, che l'altare si faccia di braccia sette per l'uno
verso ove elli il fa braccia cinque e tre quarti e braccia tre
largho, e abassisi l'altare colle sue apartenentie intorno si chè
seguiti l'alteza del coro a l'avenante, aconciando le spalliere da le
latora per modo non ocupi l'ochio, ma con schalee a salire in sul
piano dove sta chi a servire l'altare. Fatto la sperienza del
disegno di Nencio di Bartaluccio e stato più e più di per udire il
parere d'assai genti e di poi examinato tra noi e il parere d'altri,
ci parve che facciendo il coro a otto angulare sotto la detta
cupola maggiore non può l'altare stare nel mezo del coro, perche
occupa il luogho dove stanno i cherici a cantare l'uficio a leggio,
per modo non vi si cape; il perche si chonchiude che dove l'altare
sia fatto sotto l'occhio della detta cupola non vi puo stare intorno
il coro a otto angulare. Facto la sperienza del terzo disegno di
maestro Angnolo d'Arezo, diciamo che ci pare da dovere fare il
fondamento de l'altare si largho oltra il disegno aparisce
dellegnale che se si vedessi essere meglio tirare l'altare verso la
cappella di san Zanobi quatro braccia o circha, che si possa,
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sanza avere a rifondare; e perche alcuni dichono che le scalee
staranno meglio intorno intorno, intendiamo che di legname si
facci sopr' al fondamento e l'altare e la pietra si facci, si che
avendosi a mutare la pietra si porti ove si vedra essere il meglio
uno pocho più su, come è detto, e quando colla sperienza si sia
provato, sia potra fermare a punto dove si vedra essere il meglio
o colle schalee intorno o san'esse, e il coro si facci dove e come e
disegnato tra'pilastri e di poi si vedra se sia da farlo più lungho o
più corto e tolghisi per ora il coro vecchio. Et intellectu quod
prefati cives cum maxima prudentia et sollicitudine predictam
ordinationem quampluribus et pluribus mensibus
examinaverunt et super ea maturum consilium a quampluribus
doctis et peritis et industriosis personis exhibuerent...
confirmaverunt approbaverunt et emologaverunt prefatam
scriptam per prefatos cives factam et exibitam et ordinationem
et deliberationem in predictis et circa predicta factam et
exibitam et ordinationem et deliberationem in predictis et circa
predicta factam in qualibet sui parte, mandantes per eos
ministros et dicte opere executioni predicta omnia ut in dicta
scripta continetur executioni demandari debere sub pena
indignationis eorum offitii.172
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APPENDIX B:
PRIMARY DOCUMENTS ON THE SALE OF THE MAIN
ALTARPIECE OF SANTA MARIA DEL FIORE
Document A:
April 21, 1433
Item deliberaverunt quod murus dicti arcus debassetur usque
ad tabulam altaris maioris et similiter debassenter muri
aliorum arcorum penes arcum de medio existentem vigore
consili habiti a Filippo ser Brunelleschi.
In marg.: Quod muri existentes in medio archorum novi edifitii
et corporis ecclesie debassentur.
Item deliberaverunt quod caputmagister remurari faciat buchas
corporis ecclesie veteris et voltas magne navis dicte ecclesie
arriciari faciat.173
Document B:
August 25, 1441
Prefati operaii attendentes qualiter tabula que olim tenebatur
ad altare maius dicte ecclesie non est congrua neque conveniens
in dicta ecclesia quia ubi erat est destructum et ubi esse debet
altare maius non est confaciens et in capellis non est acta et
quod magis utile est ipsam finire pro maiori quod potest et
reperto quod Johannes Andree de Minerbettis ipsam desiderat
habere quod in casu quo dederit et solverit de dicta tabula cum
omnibus rebus dicte tabule pertinentibus lb. CC solvendas hiis
temporibus videlicet pro una medietate per totum mensem
Ottobris proxime futuri et pro alia medietate per totum mensem
Maii anno 1443, si ipsam vult sibi detur et de dicta summa
ponatur debitor.174
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APPENDIX C:
MARIAN ANTIPHONS
Alma redemptoris mater
Loving Mother of the Redeemer,
gate of heaven, star of the sea,
assist your people who have fallen yet strive to rise again.
To the wonderment of nature you bore your Creator,
yet remained a virgin after as before.
You who received Gabriel's joyful greeting,
have pity on us poor sinners.
Ave regina coelorum
Hail, O Queen of Heaven enthroned.
Hail, by angels mistress owned.
Root of Jesse, Gate of Morn
Whence the world's true light was born:
Glorious Virgin, Joy to thee,
Loveliest whom in heaven they see;
Fairest thou, where all are fair,
Plead with Christ our souls to spare.
Regina Coeli (Caeli, Celi):
Queen of heaven, rejoice, alleluia;
For He whom thou didst merit to bear, Alleluia,
Has risen, as He said, Alleluia,
Pray for us to God, alleluia.
Salve regina
Hail, holy Queen, Mother of Mercy,
our life, our sweetness and our hope.
To thee do we cry, poor banished children of Eve;
to thee do we send up our sighs,
mourning and weeping in this valley of tears.
Turn then, most gracious advocate,
thine eyes of mercy toward us;
and after this our exile,
show unto us the blessed fruit of thy womb, Jesus.
O clement, O loving, O sweet Virgin Mary.
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Figure 1 Donatello, Coronation of the Virgin, 1434, stained glass, Santa
Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 2 Paolo Uccello, Resurrection, 1443, stained glass, Santa Maria del
Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 3 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Ascension of Christ, 1443, stained glass, Santa
Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 4 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Presentation at the Temple, 1443, stained glass,
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 5 Paolo Uccello, Nativity, 1443, stained glass, Santa Maria del Fiore,
Florence, Italy
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Figure 6 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Agony in the Garden, 1443, stained glass, Santa
Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 7 Andrea del Castagno, Pietà, 1444, stained glass, Santa Maria del
Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 8 Santa Maria del Fiore, begun 1296, Florence, Italy
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Figure 9 Taddeo Gaddi, Meeting at the Golden Gate, 1332-1338, Baroncelli
Chapel, Santa Croce, Florence, Italy
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Figure 10 Schema for the Corona Oculi of Santa Maria del Fiore
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Figure 11 Andrea del Castagno, Last Supper (detail), 1447, fresco, Sant’
Apollonia, Florence, Italy

Figure 12 Andrea del Castagno, Pietà (detail), 1444, stained glass, Santa
Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 13 Santa Maria del Fiore, interior
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Figure 14 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Assumption of the Virgin, 1405-1415, stained
glass, Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 15 Bertoldo di Giovanni, Pazzi Conspiracy Medallion, 1478,
cast bronze
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Figure 16 Franco Francolini, print by Giuseppe Carocci, Cathedral of
Santa Maria del Fiore, central nave, ca. 1840, etching, (from Marica Tacconi.
Cathedral and Civic Ritual in Late Medieval and Renaissance Florence: The
Service Books of Santa Maria Del Fiore, 332.)
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Figure 17 Filippo Brunelleschi, Pazzi Chapel, 1430-32, Santa Croce, Florence,
Italy
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Figure 18 Filippo Brunelleschi, interior of the Old Sacristy, 1418-1429, San
Lorenzo, Florence, Italy
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Figure 19 Bernardo Daddi, San Pancrazio Polyptych, c. 1342, tempera on
panel, Uffizi, Florence, Italy
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Figure 20 Fra Angelico, The Coronation of the Virgin, c. 1427, tempera on
panel, Musée du Louvre
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Figure 21 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Tribune Saints and Prophets, 1434-1443,
stained glass, Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 22 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Tribune Saints and Prophets, 1434-1443,
stained glass, Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 23 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Assumption of the Virgin (detail), 1405-1415,
stained glass, Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 24 Donatello, Coronation of the Virgin (detail), 1434, stained glass,
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 25 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Agony in the Garden, 1403-1424, North Door, gilt
bronze, Baptistery of Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 26 Paolo Uccello, Resurrection (detail), 1443, stained glass, Santa
Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 27 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Shrine of Saint Zenobius (detail), completed by
1443, bronze, Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence, Italy
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Figure 28 Plutarch’s Lives, fol. 001r, ca. 1440, parchment, Florence, Italy,
Bodleian Library, University of Oxford
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Figure 29 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Pentecost, North Doors, 1403-1424, gilt bronze,
Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence, Italy
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Figure 30 Lorenzo Ghiberti, Isaac and his Sons, Gates of Paradise, 14251452, gilt bronze, Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence, Italy
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Figure 31 Duccio di Bouninsegna, Maestà (reconstruction with predella),
1308-1311, tempera, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Siena, Italy
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